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Learning at a Canter

STEPHANIE L. CHURCH
Editor-in-Chief

Your horse’s veterinarian is constantly on the go. Chances are he or she has seen a long list of patients today and hasn’t sat down for many hours (save for the drive time between appointments). All the while there’s some teaching going on, too.

My veterinarian can dispense information 100 mph as she is palpating, vaccinating, scrubbing a joint, or even trying to find her miniature Daschund, Ed, who likes to runs off after the barn cats. Sometimes I joke that I’ve had several conversations with her as she is essentially cantering toward her truck and looking back at me. (Perhaps this is why she’s always on time.)

Practitioners based at clinics also rarely lose momentum, moving seamlessly from case to case, asking or answering questions or relaying information as they examine and treat.

But for five days in December, many veterinarians take time to sit down and fill up their knowledge reserves at the American Association of Equine Practitioners (AAEP) Convention. Don’t get me wrong—while they do sit down, there’s a lot of bustle, too, as they shift between session rooms, catch up with colleagues and former vet school classmates in the hallways, take and return client phone calls, and purchase equipment at the trade show.

I enjoy watching and listening to presenting veterinarians share their hard-earned research results or deliver state-of-the-art information from their area of study. Their passion for caring for horses and advancing the field is evident in anecdotes shared from the podium and in questions coming from the audience. I find it inspiring, too … and I’m not even a veterinarian.

In these pages you’ll see dozens of research summaries organized by topic of interest. Here are some tips, one horse owner to another, on best ways to use this material:

- Don’t try to digest it all in one sitting. Flip through, read the items that look most interesting to you now, and mark items to come back to later. There’s plenty to savor.
- If you have questions based on these stories, write them down.
- Next time your vet is out for a wellness check, ask if he or she went to AAEP. If so, ask what they thought was most interesting.
- If there’s a presentation summarized in the Wrap-Up that got you thinking and wondering, ask if your veterinarian has time for a few questions so you can understand a concept better.

This approach will help you use this information wisely and can be a jumping-off point for good conversations with your vet. Remember, he or she knows your horse’s health history and can advise on which principles apply to your own situation, and which should be filed away for future reference (or interesting barn conversation). I hope you enjoy this year’s Wrap-Up.
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BY the NUMBERS

5,471 veterinary professionals, students, guests, and exhibitors from 48 countries attended the 2016 convention.

R. Reynolds Cowles Jr., DVM, of Blue Ridge Equine Clinic in Earlysville, Virginia, was installed as the 63rd president of the AAEP.

More than 650 #AAEP2016 tweets.

347 companies showcased their products and services at the trade show.

The average attendee walked 25 miles over the 5 days.

130 hours of continuing education.

$97,000 donated in support of the AAEP Foundation’s mission to improve the welfare of the horse.

The 63rd Annual Convention will take place Nov. 17-21, 2017, in San Antonio, Texas.
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The Science of Healthier Animals
Equine Airway Problems:
First, Look to the Literature

Norm Ducharme, DVM, MSc, Dipl. ACVS, renowned for his equine upper respiratory disease research, described tried-and-true ways to manage disease as well as novel approaches in the Frank J. Milne State-of-the-Art Lecture. Ducharme is the James Law Professor of Surgery in the Section of Large Animal Surgery at the Cornell University Hospital for Animals, in Ithaca, New York, and also a staff surgeon at Cornell Ruffian Equine Specialists, in Elmont.

First, he reviewed important basics:
■ The upper respiratory tract consists of all respiratory structures from the nose to the extrathoracic trachea, including the larynx and associated structures;
■ Upper airway obstruction can negatively impact a horse’s athletic performance as well as quality of life; and
■ Abnormal airflow patterns can result in upper respiratory noise, but its intensity does not necessarily correlate with the degree of airway obstruction.

“Horses faced with impaired ventilation use one of three strategies to compensate: increasing the driving inspiratory pressure, uncoupling … gait and respiratory frequency, or changing the duration of inspiratory and expiratory times,” he said.

Those strategies ultimately manifest as the two leading clinical signs of upper respiratory disease: poor performance and abnormal respiratory noise.

Diagnosing Airway Obstruction
Ducharme noted that 30-43% of horses have multiple obstructions, and that low circulating oxygen levels due to lower airway (beyond the extrathoracic trachea) or cardiac disease can also contribute to upper airway obstruction.

Indeed, noise is often a tipoff that something is awry in the airway. Many horses with dorsal displacement of the soft palate (DDSP, abnormal upward deviation of the roof of the mouth, usually occurring intermittently during work) make a gurgling noise on exhalation, and horses with left laryngeal hemiplegia (roaring, in this case caused by paralysis of the nerve controlling the left laryngeal cartilage) tend to “roar” on inhalation.

“The absence of noise, however, does not mean that the horse in question has a fully patent (unobstructed) airway,” Ducharme said. “Respiratory noises simply suggest a cause of the abnormal sounds but are not a complete indicator of the full spectrum of airway compromise or to be used to decide if surgery is needed or not.”

Considered a neat new toy only a few years ago, overground endoscopy—assessing the horse as it works under saddle or in harness, aka dynamic endoscopy—is now the “gold standard” for diagnosing upper respiratory abnormalities. This holds particularly true in sport horses, where recreating poll flexion can help reveal airway obstruction that might not be evident on resting endoscopy.

Physical Findings
Ducharme reiterated that any abnormality of the airway and associated structures can cause obstruction—there’s more to consider than just the “classic” diagnoses of DDSP or laryngeal hemiplegia. Detecting any of these begins with a basic physical exam.

For example, drainage from the nasal cavities, facial swellings caused by masses/enlargement of the sinuses, or asymmetrical airflow through the nostrils are other issues veterinarians catch. Further, they can pick up on subtle signs associated with Horner’s syndrome—pathology (damage or disease) of the head’s sympathetic nerve supply. Ducharme said horses with Horner’s syndrome have ptosis (a drooping upper eyelid) and third eyelid prolapse, both of which can be subtle.

Abnormal vertical position of the eyelashes in one eye frequently helps Ducharme diagnose Horner’s syndrome. “If one sees that, then pay particular attention to check if airflow is also reduced,” he said.

Next, the veterinarian should palpate the laryngeal cartilages to check for obvious malformations or cysts. He said the jugular veins also need assessment to ensure there’s no evidence of thrombophlebitis (vein inflammation and blockage). This can occur in concert with injury to the vagus nerve (the longest nerve extending from the brain) and recurrent laryngeal nerve, potentially contributing
to airway obstruction, as both nerves supply important respiratory tract structures.

Practitioners can also identify atrophy (wasting) of the cricoarytenoid dorsalis (CAD), a small but mighty muscle that's a major larynx abductor, via routine exam.

**“Generic” and Advanced Testing**

Although he referred to it as a generic approach, Ducharme emphasized the importance of resting endoscopy (or ‘scoping’) when assessing upper airway patency and searching for abnormalities.

“In my experience the nasal passages, nasopharynx, and larynx are best examined with the animal unsedated to avoid a false diagnosis of nasopharyngeal collapse or recurrent laryngeal neuropathy,” he said. Neuropathy is disease or dysfunction of one or more peripheral nerves that typically causes numbness or weakness.

Conditions veterinarians can easily diagnose with scoping include:
- Masses and cysts;
- Arytenoid chondritis (inflammation of the cartilages);
- Persistent DDSP (pDDSP);
- Epiglottic abscesses; and
- Guttural pouch empyema (pus collection), mycosis (fungal disease), and tympany (air accumulation).

With guttural pouch diseases, the vagus and glossopharyngeal nerves can become inflamed or even paralyzed, resulting in nasopharyngeal collapse and pDDSP.

“Caution must be used when using resting endoscopy to diagnose intermittent DDSP (iDDSP) because even with a history of noise during exercise, studies show that veterinarians only correctly predict intermittent DDSP in 50% of cases,” said Ducharme. “Even identification of an ulcer on the caudal free edge (back) of the palate, a flaccid epiglottis, and induction of DDSP by either swallowing or nasal occlusion are not reliable indicators.”

If a horse has an ulcer on the caudal free edge of the soft palate, he might have a subepiglottic ulcer/granuloma or intermittent epiglottic entrapment—when the loose skin located on the bottom of the epiglottis (hence, sub-) flips over, covering the epiglottis like a slipper.

Based on Ducharme’s comprehensive review of the literature, he deemed resting endoscopy an appropriate diagnostic technique for laryngeal hemiplegia. Primarily caused by left recurrent laryngeal neuropathy, roaring occurs when the left arytenoid cartilage droops into the airway at the trachea entrance (i.e., voice box). Ultrasound of the muscles associated with laryngeal function also appears to be highly valuable; however, it should not replace resting endoscopy, he said, because other lesions can be missed. Examples include arytenoid chondromas (rare benign cartilaginous tumors) and subluxations (partial dislocation), inflammation of the epiglottis (epiglottitis), and subepiglottic ulceration.

He focused heavily on athletic horses in his lecture but said that even nonperformance horses and foals benefit from scoping, particularly ones suffering from swallowing disorders or difficulties.

Next, Ducharme described the merits of dynamic endoscopy both for recognizing collapse during exercise and confirming the absence of airway obstruction. Veterinarians traditionally performed dynamic endoscopy using a high-speed treadmill that assured horses reached at least near-maximal exercise intensity. Now, overground endoscopes allow veterinarians to evaluate horses under normal work conditions, including the impact the rider or driver has on performance.

He said using overground endoscopy is preferred in Thoroughbred racehorses; but trotters and pacers have a higher prevalence of coexisting illness that often requires more testing, making high-speed treadmill endoscopic exams preferable.

**Managing Upper Airway Disease**

Ducharme described myriad conditions and the management strategies for each. **DDSP Management Options** Ducharme recommended surgery for horses with DDSP … but only after medical therapy (e.g., systemic anti-inflammatory medications such as dexamethasone or prednisolone) and tack changes (tongue ties, bitless bridles, and figure-eight or dropped nosebands) in already-fit horses have failed.

Also, it’s important that young horses be allowed to mature in case they are suffering from an immature nasopharynx.

“Several surgical options for iDDSP exist, but many have been devised without a clear understanding of the underlying condition,” Ducharme said. Current surgical strategies include:
- Correcting underlying issues (removing granulomas, cysts, and abnormal subepiglottic tissue);
The Top Equine Studies of 2016

EACH YEAR DURING THE CONVENTION’S KESTER NEWS HOUR, THREE ESTEEMED VETERINARIANS REVIEW RECENTLY PUBLISHED STUDIES IN THEIR RESPECTIVE AREAS OF MEDICINE, SURGERY, OR REPRODUCTION IN A POPCORN-STYLE RESEARCH ROUNDUP.

This year featured University of Florida internist and professor Rob MacKay, BVSc, PhD, Dipl. ACVIM; Kansas State University surgery professor Elizabeth Santschi, DVM, Dipl. ACVS; and Texas A&M University theriogenology professor Terry Blanchard, DVM, Dipl. ACT.

Heparin for EHM Prevention

Equine herpesvirus myeloencephalopathy (EHM) is the dreaded neurologic form of equine herpesvirus-1 (EHV-1) infection, for which there’s no reliable medication that’s undergone testing.

A University of Zurich team managing a Swiss EHV-1 outbreak involving 61 horses hypothesized that heparin, a blood thinner/anticoagulant, might help counteract EHM’s procoagulant nature and assist in controlling infection spread. Beginning on Day 10 of the outbreak, the team administered heparin to 31 EHV-1-infected horses on the first day of fever, before onset of neurologic signs. Thirty horses infected before Day 10 of the outbreak did not receive heparin.

Scientists found a lower EHM incidence among treated (one out of 31) than untreated (7 out of 30) horses. Heparin might help manage EHM spread during an outbreak, MacKay said, but because controls were not possible, the work must be confirmed by additional studies.

Liver Failure Related to Supplement

An otherwise healthy 8-year-old Holsteiner gelding admitted to the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine’s (Penn Vet) New Bolton Center, in Kennett Square, was colicky, off his feed, listless, and jaundiced. Ultimately veterinarians euthanized the horse and found that he had a small, flaccid liver and Alzheimer-like cells in his brain.

All signs pointed to liver failure and consequent brain disease related to toxicity. But no other horses in his barn showed signs of sickness, and veterinarians found no evidence of hay or feed contamination or potential exposure to toxic plants. The team ultimately tested an oral supplement containing C-phycocyanin that the horse’s owner had purchased to support the horse’s joint health. C-phycocyanin is derived from blue-green algae, which might have anti-inflammatory and antioxidative properties that help osteoarthritis. However, blue-green algae can also produce highly toxic microcystins that are often associated with algal blooms.

Tests confirmed that three containers of...
the supplement contained the toxins. The veterinarians concluded that consuming it had likely caused the horse’s death.

Despite professional-looking labels and marketing claims, “supplements are not always safe,” said MacKay. Furthermore, blue-green algae harvesting and processing for supplements is not regulated.

**Drug Combo for R. Equi Tested**

Veterinarians commonly use the antibiotic rifampin in combination with a macrolide antibiotic such as clarithromycin to treat *Rhodococcus equi* infections in foals. German researchers compared the pharmacokinetics of oral clarithromycin (CLA) and rifampin to data gathered from foals given CLA alone. They found that CLA concentrations decreased by more than 80% in foals’ blood and bronchoalveolar cells when rifampin was co-administered with CLA.

MacKay said rifampin likely severely reduces uptake of all macrolides used to treat *R. equi*. Regardless, he said, the CLA/rifampin combination remains a clinically effective *R. equi* treatment.

“More work is needed to discern whether the perceived advantage of rifampin outweighs the negative effects on macrolide absorption,” MacKay said.

**Lyme Neuroborreliosis Characteristics**

A Penn Vet research group conducted a retrospective study of equine neuroborreliosis (NB, the neurologic form of Lyme disease) cases in hopes of providing a detailed description of clinical signs, diagnostics, and pathologic findings.

Sixteen horses from New Bolton and other referral clinics qualified for the study. They had variable clinical signs, including muscle atrophy/weight loss; cranial nerve deficits; incoordination; behavior changes; difficulty eating or swallowing; muscle tremors; neck stiffness; episodic respiratory distress; uveitis; fever; joint swelling; and heart irregularities.

Only six tested positive for *Borrelia burgdorferi* (Lyme’s causative bacterium that’s spread by ticks) infection via standard immunodiagnostic testing of blood or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Polymerase chain reaction tests on CSF for exposure to the bacterium were negative in all seven cases tested.

There’s still a lot we don’t know about Lyme disease in horses, said MacKay. “Signs are nonspecific and numerous, routine bloodwork is unhelpful, and tests such as the Lyme multiplex are not diagnostic,” he said.

**PENS for Treating Headshaking**

Headshaking is a chronic problem—likely a response to nerve pain—with no consistently effective treatment.

But researchers from the University of Bristol, in Somerset, U.K., recently tested a new approach: percutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (PENS) therapy, a minimally invasive therapy used to manage human neuropathic pain.

They treated seven headshakers that showed clinical signs at the study’s onset with a PENS probe. Each received a series of three or four treatments, with repeated treatments as headshaking recurred.

Results had MacKay calling the protocol “safe and promising.” All horses tolerated it well. Two had increased signs for up to three days after the initial session. Six responded positively to their first treatment and returned to ridden work at the same level as prior to the condition’s onset. Five continued to respond to subsequent treatments, gaining up to 20 weeks of relief after the fourth treatment.

**Radius Fracture Outcomes**

Researchers behind the first study Santschi described sought to determine survival-to-discharge rates for horses with radial fractures and examine risk factors affecting these rates in conservatively and surgically managed fractures. The radius is the large leg bone located above the tibia and the talus in the upper hock joint. The team included 54 horses in the retrospective study, 13 of which were euthanized at admission. Of the remaining 41 horses, 14 had incomplete fractures and were managed conservatively with Robert-Jones bandages and splints; 12 survived to discharge. The other 27 had complete fractures that were repaired surgically; 15 survived to discharge.

Santschi said both conservatively managed horses that were euthanized developed supporting-limb laminitis. Of the surgical horses that died, two were euthanized following anesthesia recovery, 11 developed surgical site infections, and eight suffered failure of the surgical repair.

Risk factors tied to surgical failure were age (older horses less likely to survive), duration (procedures longer than 168 minutes were less likely to have successful outcomes), and surgical site infection (trended toward decreased survival rate).

Santschi’s take-home: Younger horses and horses with incomplete fractures tend to have a good prognosis for recovery. Horses with open fractures are more likely to develop surgical site infection.

**Long-Term Outcomes of Upward Fixation of the Patella Treatment**

Researchers evaluated the long-term outcome of the medial patellar ligament splitting procedure to treat upward fixation of the patella (UFP). This involves inserting a blade or needle through the skin to split the proximal (inner) third part of the medial patellar ligament.

The study authors looked at the medical records of 85 horses that underwent the procedure, 83 (97.6%) of which showed complete UFP resolution immediately after or within two weeks of surgery. Santschi said UFP persisted in the remaining two horses (2.4%), even after the procedure was repeated.

The team collected follow-up data on 78 horses (90.5%) three to 14 years after surgery. None of the horses experienced complications, and UFP recurrence wasn’t reported in horses that returned to work. Santschi said the ligament-splitting procedure was highly effective, had a low complication rate, and offered a rapid return to function for horses with UFP.

**Comparing Joint Lavage Techniques**

When veterinarians detect joint contaminants, they use lavage to remove them and prevent infection.

Scientists evaluated lavage techniques to see which was most effective for removing 1.5 million tiny microspheres from a cadaver horse’s tarsocrural joints (between the tibia and the talus in the upper hock joint). Joints were lavaged with saline via arthroscope or three 14-gauge needles, each placed in a different position.
The team found that needles lavaged 2.5 times more microspheres from joints than did the single arthroscope. Regardless of technique, about 80% of the microspheres were flushed out with the first liter of lavage fluid.

It's better to place more smaller needles than one large one when lavaging joints, and one to two liters of lavage fluid is probably sufficient to remove most of the debris, said Santschi.

**Conservative Lower Jaw Fracture Management**

Santschi described a retrospective study in which researchers evaluated the outcome of conservative management (no surgery) of unilateral mandibular (lower jaw) fractures in horses. The outcome was considered successful if horses returned to their prior use, chewed normally, and had no additional fracture-related problems.

The study group included 24 horses, aged 1 to 24 years. Sixty-seven percent of fractures occurred on the right side of the jaw, 33% occurred on the left, and 62% involved teeth. Also, 67% of fractures were open at the first veterinary exam. Santschi said 23 cases (96%) had a successful outcome. One had chronic tooth loosening, feed impaction, and chewing problems and was euthanized five years later.

Most horses with one-sided mandibular fractures managed conservatively did well following treatment, said Santschi.

**Sarcoïd Treatments Compared**

She detailed another retrospective study in which researchers compared sarcoïd treatments applied to 230 equids with 614 sarcoïds.

These included surgical excision, topical treatment with imiquimod (an immune-booster) or acyclovir (an antiviral), cryosurgery, local chemotherapy with cisplatin or carboplatin, and bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine injection. Follow-up was conducted six months after the patient's last treatment.

Overall, 74.9% of treatments were considered successful. She said treatment failure was more common when multiple sarcoïds were present, and success was more likely when immunostimulation (i.e., a BCG vaccine) was administered in conjunction with another treatment.

Treatment complications included wound reopening, skin irritation, and abscess formation. No complications were noted with cryosurgery, acyclovir administration, or local chemo.

Santschi and the study authors cautioned that there was selection bias in this study—specific types of sarcoïds in certain locations were treated with certain procedures. But, study authors said results could still help clinicians select treatments and determine prognosis for equids with sarcoïds treated using these procedures.

**Resolving Nosebleeds Caused By Guttural Pouch Mycosis**

In this study, researchers sought to evaluate carotid artery ligation coupled with topical treatment for epistaxis (nosebleed) resulting from guttural pouch mycosis, a potentially fatal fungal infection.

Bleeding from one or both nostrils should be treated as an emergency, as horses can hemorrhage and bleed out. The surgical treatment tested in this study involves tying off the carotid artery.

The researchers performed ligation on 24 horses, applied topical treatments to 16 of those horses, and removed fungal plaques in the guttural pouch in eight. It took an average of six topical treatments to resolve lesions in the guttural pouch.

Epistaxis recurred in five horses (20.8%), four of which died as a result. Additionally, two horses died after surgery due to colic or pleuropneumonia.

Ultimately, Santschi said, ligation did not prove as successful as coil embolization (catheterizing the carotid artery and placing tiny coils to prevent bleeding), but it is less technically demanding. Study authors said the method could be “a salvage procedure when financial or technical constraints prevent the use” of more advanced treatments.

**Post-Mating Cervical Occlusion Puts Mares at Risk of Endometritis**

Mares with a cervix that fails to relax and allow contaminants to drain postmating are at risk of developing endometritis (inflammation of the lining of the uterus, called the endometrium). So European researchers evaluated whether cervical occlusion (closing or blocking the cervix, which mimics the tight cervix of an older maiden mare, for instance) after artificial insemination increased uterine fluid accumulation and inflammation. They gathered endometrial swabs, biopsies, and fluid from 29 normal mares over five estrous cycles. Then they artificially inseminated the mares during the second and fourth estrus; immediately after one of these inseminations they inserted a clamped catheter (to simulate cervical occlusion) into the uterus. Clamped catheter mares had more fluid accumulation and neutrophils (a type of white blood cell used for fighting infections) present than did the mares without catheters, resulting in declining fertility and development of periglandular fibrosis (scarring).

“Closure of the cervix after artificial insemination results in pronounced inflammation of the endometrium and may result in permanent damage,” Blanchard said. "With mares that have a tight or fibrotic cervix, expect problems and plan on aggressive treatment after insemination to get inflammation under control."
Try Hysteroscopic Hydrotubation of the Oviducts in Subfertile Mares

Veterinarians believe proteinaceous plugs can accumulate in some mares’ oviducts, which might block sperm access to the oocyte or embryo migration through the oviduct, leading to infertility. Veterinarians from Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, recently evaluated the effect of hysteroscopic flushing of the oviducts (when the veterinarian passes an endoscopic catheter through the cervix and uterus into the oviduct and flushes it with saline) on subsequent mare fertility. Post-hydrotubation, 79% of study mares became pregnant or obtained an embryo within one or two estrous cycles.

“Consider hysteroscopic flushing of the oviducts in mares with unexplained fertility,” the authors said.

Blanchard said this procedure is significantly less expensive than the previously relied-upon laparoscopic surgery, but it comes with a learning curve.

He said veterinarians might still have to use laparoscopy if flushing the oviducts fails, so they can inspect ovaries and oviducts for adhesions or to apply prostaglandin E2 to the oviduct surface to stimulate emptying of their contents.

A Promising New Semen Extender?

Australian researchers looked at a new media for storing stallion semen that would preserve sperm function longer and potentially at room temperature (rather than cooled, which some sperm don’t tolerate well). They previously found that stallion sperm use oxidative phosphorylation (metabolic pathway by which cells use enzymes to oxidize nutrients) to produce energy for movement, rather than anaerobic glycolysis (in which glucose is transformed to lactate), so the team evaluated the effects of the type 2 diabetes drug rosiglitazone, used to improve human patients’ glucose use, on sperm function.

“Samples incubated with rosiglitazone displayed significantly higher motility, percentage of cells with normal mitochondrial membrane potential, adenosine triphosphate (energy) content, and glucose uptake capacity, while sperm viability was unaffected,” wrote the authors.

At room temperature, sperm motility remained above 60% for six days. “Room temperature extender might be on the horizon in a year or two,” said Blanchard.

Cushion Centrifugation Can Salvage Some Urine-Contaminated Semen

Urine contamination can negatively affect a stallion’s sperm quality. A research group evaluated the effect of urine contamination level on sperm quality and whether cushion centrifugation to remove urine would improve sperm survival rates after cooling. The team looked at 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% urine concentration.

“In general, most sperm quality measures declined with increasing urine concentration starting immediately after semen collection,” the authors wrote. However, they found that cushion centrifugation and resuspension of the sperm in semen extender preserved the quality of several urine-contaminated samples.

“Cushion centrifugation with resuspension can salvage some urospermic samples for cooling,” Blanchard said, adding that repeat-offender stallions should be managed intensively to minimize urine contamination of ejaculates.

Vascular Elastosis Compromises Mares’ Uterine Blood Flow

In 2015, University of California, Davis, researchers identified a link between uterine vascular elastosis (when the uterine wall’s blood vessels thicken, disrupting surrounding elastic fibers) and infertility in mares. In this follow-up study, they evaluated whether mares with vascular elastosis also have impaired uterine vasodilation (vessel widening to increase blood flow), which could similarly impair fertility. They administered the estrogen estradiol (which has vasodilatory effects) to normal mares and mares with severe elastosis and found that, indeed, uterine vessel function is compromised in elastosis. It’s possible, therefore, that these vascular changes are permanent and might prevent any treatment from improving uterine blood flow, said Blanchard.

Stem Cell Therapy Might Help Heal Injuries to the Endometrium

There are few effective treatments for pathologic endometrial changes. But based on findings in mice, human uterine-derived stem cells (MenSCs) might offer some effective options. Chinese scientists set out to determine if MenSCs promote endometrial repair. Upon breeding, mice treated with MenSCs had better endometrial thickness, microvessel density, pregnancy rates, and embryo development compared than untreated controls.

“Human uterine-derived stem cells could restore the endometrium and improve fertility,” said Blanchard, noting the obvious limitation of this study being conducted in a different species.

Stem Cells for Endometrial Treatment

Chronic degenerative endometritis is a common cause of infertility, particularly in older mares. To potentially combat this condition, researchers in Brazil evaluated the safety of bone marrow-derived stem cell (BMSC) injections into the endometrium of 16 subfertile mares. In the study, they injected 12 million BMSCs at 12 locations in each mare’s endometrium. They detected no intrauterine fluid or endometrial edema (fluid swelling) in any mare afterward and no changes in endometrial fibrosis. The only change noted was a transient acute endometritis two weeks post-injection that resolved on its own within one month.

“Endometrial injections of BMSCs was safe and simple using this procedure,” said Blanchard. Efficacy is to be determined.
ERICA LARSON

Tips for Rehabbing Soft Tissue Injuries

Prevention is the best treatment for any health issue, said Andris J. Kaneps, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACVS, ACVSMR, “but we all know that we can put a horse in a padded room, wrapped in bubble wrap, and we’ll still have issues we’ll need to address.”

Some of the most common are injuries to soft tissues such as tendons and ligaments. Kaneps, who owns Kaneps Equine Sports Medicine and Surgery, in Beverly, Massachusetts, reviewed best practices for rehabilitating soft tissue injuries.

In a healthy tendon or ligament, “there are even, organized fiber patterns,” he said. “When the injury occurs, the fibers tear, hemorrhage, and go through an inflammatory process. The goal with treatment is to take the problem area and return it to a normal structure.”

The first step is recognizing there’s a problem, he said, often evident as pain, swelling, and sensitivity to palpation.

The next step is the most important: Stop the horse from exercising.

Then the goal should be to reduce inflammation around the injury, which will make it easier to diagnose. He suggested using cold therapy and/or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Additionally, apply a support bandage to keep the area stable.

Kaneps suggested veterinarians aim to reach a diagnosis within a day or two of injury. With soft-tissue, ultrasound is often the most useful imaging modality.

After diagnosis, it’s time to begin rehabilitation. Options include:

Cold therapy One of the simplest measures is also one of the most effective at helping tissues heal. Kaneps said the optimal tissue temperature to reach during cold therapy is 59-66°F (15-19°C). The gold standard for cold therapy is immersion in an ice and water slurry, he said. It takes 10 to 13 minutes to reach the thermal plateau (the coldest the limb will become), and the total soaking time should be 20 to 30 minutes. Study results have shown that ice water immersion can cool deep tissues in a horse’s limb by up to 16°C (61°F).

He recommended repeating cold therapy three to four times per day for the first 48 hours after acute injury and continuing treatment two to three times per day for about two weeks. Owners can use cold therapy following exercise when the horse returns to work to reduce inflammation at the injury site.

Kaneps said ice and cold packs can be useful, but they tend not to be as effective as ice water immersion. Cold salt water spas can also help.

Controlled exercise “This is the primary, most effective treatment,” Kaneps said, adding that studies have shown that 67-71% of horses with soft-tissue injuries treated using controlled exercise had successful outcomes, compared to just 25-51% of horses treated with pasture turnout.

Kaneps recommended caretakers begin hand-walking horses shortly after the injury because tendons and ligaments require stress to heal properly. The rule of thumb is to increase exercise by 5-10% each week and reassess lameness and ultrasound scans every 60 to 90 days.

He said many controlled exercise programs go something like this:

- Gradually build up to hand-walking for 30 minutes two to three times per day;
- Transition to walking under tack for 20-25 minutes per day;
- After about two weeks, add three to five minutes of trot per day, but not until the horse is warmed up at the walk for 10-15 minutes;
- Increase the trotting time gradually to 20-25 minutes per day;
- Add three minutes of canter, gradually increasing that time.

The veterinarian should recheck the horse’s soundness before each workload increase, he added.

Regenerative treatments Some of these therapies can improve or shorten the healing process. Options include:

- Platelet-rich plasma (PRP), which delivers a high concentration of platelets in the form of blood plasma to a lesion, increasing the amount of growth factors at the site to help the injury heal. There are commercially available PRP products, as well as a stall-side system that separates the horse’s own red and white blood cells from the plasma in a relatively short amount of time. The veterinarian injects the PRP into the lesion or the surrounding areas.
Stem cells, which Kaneps said recruit growth factors to help injured areas heal with better quality, strength, and elasticity. There are two main types of stem cells: bone marrow- and adipose (fat)-derived. He said researchers on one study showed a lower reinjury rate in horses with soft-tissue injuries treated with stem cells than without.

Kaneps said the optimal time to inject both PRP and stem cells is three to four weeks following injury, preferably using ultrasound guidance. After the injection, stop exercise and keep the limb bandaged for about two weeks and perform a veterinary follow-up four weeks after injection.

**Therapeutic ultrasound** This stimulates healing by delivering heat to the injured tissue, he said, which increases local circulation, among other effects. He added that it can also improve collagen disposition and wound contraction.

**Extracorporeal shock wave therapy** This approach has been shown to reduce inflammation; increase cytokines, growth factors, and osteoblasts (all important to healing); and potentially recruit stem cells to affected areas, he said, cautioning that tissue damage can occur with a too-high setting.

**Laser therapy** While there have been many recent advancements in this area, Kaneps said there’s still no research proving it’s effective for treating soft-tissue injuries. Still, he said modern lasers could offer sufficient energy and penetration depth to reach and provide energy to the cells involved.

Veterinarians might inject platelet-rich plasma into the lesion or surrounding areas to help healing.

Many veterinarians treat soft tissue injuries with extracorporeal shock wave therapy.

**Low-Intensity Exercise Key to Muscle Injury Healing**

“Muscle pain and injury as a cause of lameness and poor performance in the horse are poorly recognized,” said Tracy Turner, DVM, MS, Dipl. ACVS, ACVSMR, who owns Turner Equine Sports Medicine and Surgery, in Big Lake, Minnesota.

He said factors known to predispose horses to muscle strains and injury include cold temperatures, impaired circulation to the muscle, muscle fatigue, poor or insufficient training; and insufficient warmup. Diagnosing these injuries, however, is very challenging.

Veterinarians can’t diagnose muscle injuries using radiographs or nerve blocks, he said, and ultrasound is only useful after locating the injury. Palpation isn’t always helpful because some muscle injuries are only painful during exercise or movement. And elevated muscle-related enzymes in the blood aren’t useful indicators, either.

So to make a muscle injury diagnosis, start with collecting a thorough case history.

“It is important to determine whether there was a history of a fall or other trauma, the duration of clinical signs, the presence of swelling, and whether lameness or poor performance has been documented,” he said.

Turner suggested practitioners stand the horse squarely and look and palpate for signs of muscle atrophy (wasting), fibrosis (scarring), tension, spasm, defects, or pain. Then consider using thermography, which reveals muscle injuries as temperature increases or decreases.

Once the veterinarian has located the injury, he or she can use ultrasound to evaluate muscle fiber alignment and look for hemorrhage.

The next step is rehabilitating the horse. Turner says the general goals are improving flexibility and muscle condition, strengthening, and returning to full activity. Rehab options he described include stretching, massage, therapeutic ultrasound, shock wave therapy, electrical stimulation, and pulsed electromagnetic field therapy (for more on all these, see TheHorse.com/38740)

“Regardless of the modality … I believe that the horse must remain in at least low-intensity exercise,” Turner added.

Another important component to rehab is strengthening the muscles, he said. “Horses gain strength by flexion, through transition of gait, stress, and lateral work,” he said.

He encouraged veterinarians to continue stretching exercises during and after strengthening.

Once training commences, said Turner, “I’ve found that altering the exercise program can be most beneficial, and conditioning is of utmost importance” in the horse’s long-term recovery.
**Laminitis Research**

**STEPHANIE L. CHURCH**

**Yes, Your Overweight Horse is at Risk of Developing Laminitis**

In a landmark observational case-control study in client-owned North American horses, scientists have demonstrated that overweight animals are at risk for developing the painful and sometimes-fatal hoof disease laminitis. This confirms what veterinarians have believed for years and stresses the importance of managing laminitis-prone horses very carefully. The good news is that many of the risk factors found can be detected early and are modifiable.

Michelle Coleman, DVM, PhD, assistant professor of Large Animal Internal Medicine at Texas A&M’s College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences, and Laminitis Research Working Group co-authors launched the pasture- and endocrinopathy-associated laminitis (PEAL) study at the 2011 AAEP Convention.

Most existing laminitis research has been conducted in experimentally induced laminitis cases, which aren’t an accurate representation of natural disease. Coleman said the group sought to study risk factors in naturally occurring cases.

The researchers identified that the most common laminitis case type in private practice was PEAL, so they set out to study what AAEP members were seeing in these cases by recruiting veterinarian and horse owner participation.

Coleman and colleagues asked veterinarians to report patients’ signalment (age, breed, sex, etc.), clinical signs, activity level, dietary status, and management practices in any laminitis case within four weeks of onset of clinical signs with an Obel laminitis scale grade of 2 or higher. They excluded horses with a history of laminitis due to toxic causes, grain overload, contralateral weight-bearing (such as in supporting-limb laminitis cases), and any other concurrent hoof disease.

Vets in 32 states and three Canadian provinces responded, reflecting an 18% participation rate. The team found 550 usable responses from submissions from 109 veterinarians. Ultimately, the study group included 199 cases, which they matched with 198 healthy controls, and 153 controls showing lameness (non-laminitic horses lame with Grade 3 to 5 lameness in one forelimb only). Some of the team’s key findings included:

- Onset of signs was greater in spring and summer compared to fall and winter;
- Horses grazing lush pastures were at an increased risk of developing laminitis;
- Horses that had a recent stabling or diet change were at an increased risk;
- Horses with body condition scores of 7 or higher; generalized and/or regional adiposity (fat distribution), larger neck circumference, or decreased height (i.e., ponies) were at increased odds;
- Thoroughbreds and Warmbloods were at a decreased risk, and ponies and Minis were at an increased risk;
- Horses with endocrinopathic disease, such as equine metabolic syndrome (EMS) or pituitary pars intermedia dysfunction (PPID, aka equine Cushing’s disease) were at an increased risk; and
- Horses with recent glucocorticoid administration (such as dexamethasone or prednisolone) were at increased odds, though Coleman said researchers need more supportive evidence of this.

Coleman scanned the room, saying, “I see a lot of blank faces thinking, ‘Well, big surprise: Fat horses founder, steroids put horses at risk, endocrinopathic disease puts horses at risk of developing disease.’”

But, she explained, this is the first observational study of only acute or incident cases of laminitis supporting a causal relationship of obesity and laminitis.

“Perhaps we need to think about laminitis in another way,” said Coleman. “What makes horses obese? Maybe obesity is a symptom of a much bigger problem. ... How can we reduce the burden of laminitis by reducing the burden of obesity? And while this distinction may be subtle, the impact may be profound.”

Similarly, she said, we might need shift how we look at endocrinopathic disease—very few study horses had prior PPID/EMS diagnosis, suggesting that laminitis was their first clinical sign. If we can identify horses at risk of developing PPID or EMS early, then perhaps we can reduce the risk of laminitis, she said, suggesting dietary management for EMS horses, medical management for PPID horses, and potential novel therapeutic agents.

Potential also lies in client education and compliance; she hopes this evidence helps veterinarians with these.

In a 2010 study only 1% of owners perceived geriatric horse weight gain as an important health issue, so Coleman emphasized that vets need to educate owners early—early diagnosis, early intervention in these cases—to potentially reduce the burden of laminitis.
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The Science of Healthier Animals
Researchers have made great strides in understanding how footing surfaces impact racehorse limb kinematics. Most recently, Susan Stover, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACVS, professor of anatomy, physiology, and cell biology at University of California, Davis (UC Davis), along with Jill Thornton, DVM, of UC Davis’ JD Wheat Veterinary Orthopedic Research Laboratory, and colleagues looked at whether footing impacted fetlock kinematics in dressage horses during the extended trot.

“Dressage requires unique, extreme movements,” Stover said, “and repetitive movements can result in occupational injury.”

One of the most common injuries these horses suffer is to the suspensory ligament, which supports the fetlock during weight-bearing, she said. Many factors impact fetlock motion and suspensory elongation, including hoof-ground reaction force (GRF; an increased GRF increases force on the structures, stretching the suspensory further). Arena surface characteristics affect GRF magnitude.

So, to gain a better understanding of how surface impacts fetlock kinematics, Stover, Thornton, and colleagues evaluated six upper-level dressage horses ridden by their regular trainers as they worked on both dirt and synthetic surfaces.

Key findings included:
- The greatest fetlock extension was measured on the surface with the greatest impact force (related to GRF);
- The maximum impact force on the synthetic surface was 41% greater than on the dirt surface;
- Horses had greater fetlock extension (2° more) when working on the synthetic surface than on dirt;
- Horses had longer slide duration, shorter support duration, and faster breakover on the synthetic surface than the dirt surface, which is typical on harder surfaces; and
- Horses’ hooves slid backward more on synthetic than dirt during support phase of stance, which indicated the dirt provided better support to push off for propulsion than the synthetic surface.

As such, Stover confirmed that “surface properties have the potential to affect risk for suspensory ligament injury. However, surface properties cannot be assumed from the surface materials alone (that is, synthetic or dirt). Surface behavior is impacted by factors other than material, including structure and management.”

She cautioned that these results are limited to the two surfaces studied and can’t be extrapolated to other footings.

“However, the mechanical behavior of surfaces clearly affects limb motions and risk for injury,” she said.

Managing Orthopedic Emergencies

“We’re always going to have broken horses,” said Dean Richardson, DVM, Dipl. ACVS, at the start of his presentation about orthopedic first aid. Fortunately, not all broken horses are beyond hope.
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Richardson is the chief of large animal surgery at the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine's New Bolton Center, in Kennett Square. He described how veterinarians can best handle orthopedic emergencies such as extremely unstable limb fractures.

"With proper sedation and simple emergency bandaging, a large proportion of catastrophes can be humanely managed until a thoughtful decision can be made," as to whether the injury can be repaired surgically or the horse requires euthanasia, he said.

"Many people are under the impression that you can't do anything about injuries involving bones," said Richardson. "The reality is that many severe lacerations and orthopedic injuries seem to be far worse than they are."

While some extremely catastrophic injuries do require euthanasia, you don't want to find out after you've put a horse down that other horses with the same injury have been treated successfully.

So, what orthopedic injuries are typically treatable and which are hopeless?

**Skin wound over a fracture** These are not death sentences, said Richardson. Prognosis does, however, depend on the degree of fracture contamination. Superficial lacerations are much less likely to result in unmanageable infection, especially in locations with a healthy muscle covering and blood supply.

**Nondisplaced fractures** Any of these injuries have a chance to heal, said Richardson. And not every horse with a non-weight-bearing lameness will develop support-limb laminitis.

**Simple vs. comminuted fractures** "Simple fractures are nearly always more manageable than comminuted fractures (multiple fragments), but location is everything," he said. The higher up the limb, the less probable that it can heal on its own, with the exception of the humerus (located between the shoulder and the elbow), which he said has been managed successfully with stall rest.

**Articular fractures** Any displaced fracture involving a joint is best managed with surgery, and many joints return to full function if they can be reconstructed properly. Veterinarians can sometimes salvage severe injuries that cannot be reconstructed surgically by fusing the affected joint, said Richardson.

**Fractures with vascular compromise** Any major injury with a loss of blood supply is likely to be fatal.

When faced with an orthopedic injury, goals are to keep the owner's options open, keep the skin intact, prevent further trauma, and allay both horse and owner anxiety. The horse needs a proper sedation dose (not so much that he loses all coordination) and analgesics for pain and, if there's an open wound, antibiotics.

Before hauling the horse to the clinic, the owner can make some important and potentially life-saving transportation decisions. The smoothest-riding trailer is a gooseneck with a ramp. Ship the horse in a space or stall that's as tight as possible to give him something to lean on to protect his injured limb.

Load the horse so that his injured limb (whether hind or fore) is closest to the rear of the trailer. "So if you brake..."
“Many injuries that would have been considered hopeless years ago can now be treated with consistent success.”

DR. DEAN RICHARDSON

What’s Inside the Digital Cushion?
Your horse’s hooves contain several important bone and soft tissue structures, all protected by the thick, elastic digital cushion. Veterinarians know that this important piece of anatomy, located in the rear part of the hoof, absorbs energy and forces placed on the hoof, but little more than that.

Recently, Babak Faramarzi, DVM, CVA, MSc, PhD, and colleagues sought to gain a better understanding of the structure’s connective, nervous, and adipose (fat) tissues, as well as its vascular components.

“Previous studies are inconsistent, with some claiming that digital cushion (DC) is primarily a fat pad,” said Faramarzi, associate professor at the Western University of Health Sciences College of Veterinary Medicine, in Pomona, California. “Collectively, these studies represent disagreement about the architecture of the DC.”

His team collected samples from the hooves of 24 sound Quarter Horse stallions euthanized for reasons unrelated to the study, examining samples from four regions of the cushion—axial-proximal (top center), axial-distal (bottom center), abaxial-lateral (outer edge), and abaxial-medial (inner edge)—via light microscopy.

The axial-distal region had significantly more collagen (a connective tissue protein) and fewer elastic fibers than the axial-proximal and abaxial regions.

“The presence of a moderate to large amount of elastic fiber profiles in the DC … may allow the elastic fibers to support the tensile strength of collagen bundles,” he said. “Elastic fiber-rich dynamic tissues are, therefore, able to deform and store energy under normal physiological loads and use this energy to drive recoil back to a resting state.”

Also, there were about four times as many nerve bundles in the axial-proximal region than in the axial-distal region, Faramarzi said, indicating there are more nerves near the limb than the hoof’s sole.

“This study, for the first time, characterized the architecture of different regions of the DC,” he said. “Such regional structural differences of the DC are presumably related to the different functional properties of these regions.”

Faramarzi hopes these results encourage further research on this topic as well as the influence of age, breed, exercise, shoeing, trimming, and environmental factors.
PET Scan: A New Diagnostic Imaging Option for Use in Horses

In August 2016, researchers at the University of California (UC), Davis, performed the first-ever positron emission tomography (PET) scan on a horse. Physicians use this technology to diagnose conditions ranging from cancer to heart and bone problems. It had never been used in horses for logistical reasons, but a recently developed portable scanner is changing that.

Mathieu Spriet, DVM, MS, Dipl. ACVR, ECVDI, associate professor of surgical and radiological sciences at the UC Davis School of Veterinary Medicine, led a study to see whether PET scans could be useful for diagnosing equine lower limb injuries.

A PET scan is like a scintigraphic scan, in which the veterinarian injects a small amount of radioactive tracer into the patient to obtain an image that might reveal “hot spots” of pathology.

“But instead of getting a single (two-dimensional) image, we’re getting a series of images through the body, giving us much more information than the classic scintigraphic scan,” Spriet said.

In their study, he and his colleagues used PET to capture images of the front feet and fetlocks, the knees, and hocks in six research horses with lameness localized to the lower limb. They compared PET findings to those from computed tomography (CT), standing MRI, and scintigraphy.

On the PET results they detected early indications of lesions in areas such as the navicular bone, subchondral bone (located just beneath the joint cartilage), flexor tendon, suspensory ligament, and lamina. Several of these lesions, particularly on ligament attachments and subchondral bone, weren’t visible using the other imaging modalities.

“PET scan looks at the molecular level and can find some changes that we do not see yet with other modalities,” he said.

“The other advantage of PET scan is that you can tell whether the lesion is active or not,” he continued. “Sometimes we have old lesions that aren’t causing a problem anymore, and the PET scan helps you distinguish what’s an old lesion and what’s a more recent active lesion actually causing a problem.”

Spriet and his team deduced that PET images of horses’ lower limbs are easily obtained and might be particularly useful for tendinopathy and laminitis research.

Elevated SAA Can Help Vets Diagnose Septic Arthritis

Septic arthritis—inflammation of a joint caused by an infectious agent—can cause significant pain and lameness in horses. Early and accurate diagnosis is key to successful treatment.

Signs of joint infection can be difficult to distinguish from synovitis, or noninfectious joint inflammation, said Elsa Ludwigs, DVM, MS, CVA, now an associate veterinarian at the Vermont Large Animal Clinic, in Milton.

While she was completing her residency at the Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine, Ludwig and colleagues sought to determine whether a biomarker—serum amyloid A, or SAA—might help them diagnose septic arthritis.

Serum amyloid A is a protein produced in the liver in response to inflammation...
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or infection. It increases and decreases quickly, which means it can give veterinarians nearly real-time information about what's going on in the horse's body. Additionally, SAA levels can be measured rapidly and easily using stall-side assays.

In their study, Ludwig and colleagues induced septic arthritis and synovitis in nine healthy horses. They collected blood and synovial fluid samples at several time points after: They performed synovial fluid cytology and measured the SAA levels in both types of samples. (Traditionally, these tests have been run on blood, but the researchers wondered if synovial fluid could yield a helpful result.) They found that:

- In synovial fluid, the total nucleated cell count and total protein increases were similar in both conditions;
- SAA levels remained normal in both serum and synovial fluid samples from horses with synovitis;
- SAA levels in blood and synovial fluid increased significantly, however, in horses with septic arthritis; and
- There was good agreement between commercially available SAA assays for both serum and synovial fluid.

"Interestingly," Ludwig added, "serum SAA concentrations increased earlier than synovial fluid SAA in the septic arthritis horses in our study."

"While the delayed SAA response in synovial fluid is not ideal for the timely diagnosis of septic arthritis, the early increases in serum SAA may be supportive of a diagnosis of synovial sepsis," she continued. "The early elevation in serum SAA may be beneficial for veterinarians. It is much easier to collect blood for SAA analysis than to perform synoviocentesis (joint fluid collection), especially in the field. And this ability to use serum for immediate SAA quantification on the farm may aid in a more timely referral."

These findings suggest that serum SAA could serve as an early indication of equine joint infection.

### CT for Imaging Neck Lesions

Pinpointing the cause of subtle neurologic signs, abnormal head positions, and obscure lamenesses often requires advanced imaging. One such procedure is myelography, which involves injecting dye into cerebrospinal fluid and performing radiography to identify cord lesions that might be to blame.

Equine veterinarians in Sweden and the United States have taken the traditional myelogram a step further, showing that imaging horses’ necks with CT instead of radiography is both possible and beneficial, even in large horses. Mads Kristoffersen, DVM, CertES (Orth), Dipl. ECVS, of the Evidensia Equine Hospital, in Helsingborg, Sweden, presented the results.

"While further studies need to be conducted, Kristoffersen said, "CT can be successfully performed in large adult horses, including Warmbloods weighing up to 1,574 pounds; even the uppermost areas of the vertebrae in the thoracic (chest) area can be imaged via the CT used in the study; common diagnoses included osteoarthritis of the joints between individual vertebrae, soft tissue lesions (such as hematomas, degenerated cervical discs, and joint distension), vertebral bone fragments and fractures, and spinal cord impingement and compression (wobbler syndrome); and images were obtained in about one hour and there were no complications."

He shared data from the study of CT exam results from 91 horses, including 72 that had CT myelograms rather than traditional myelograms. Here are key points he described:

- CT can be successfully performed in large adult horses, including Warmbloods weighing up to 1,574 pounds;
- Even the uppermost areas of the vertebrae in the thoracic (chest) area can be imaged via the CT used in the study;
- Common diagnoses included osteoarthritis of the joints between individual vertebrae, soft tissue lesions (such as hematomas, degenerated cervical discs, and joint distension), vertebral bone fragments and fractures, and spinal cord impingement and compression (wobbler syndrome); and
- Images were obtained in about one hour and there were no complications. While further studies need to be conducted, Kristoffersen said, "CT can be performed in large adult horses and has great potential to not only diagnose cervical lesions but also guide treatment options."
Preventing, Controlling Infectious Disease No Easy Feat

Josie Traub-Dargatz, DVM, MS, Dipl. ACVIM, of Colorado State University’s College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences, is the equine commodity specialist for the Center of Epidemiology and Animal Health at the USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service. She spearheaded the latest National Animal Health Monitoring Survey, Equine 2015.

Traub-Dargatz emphasized the importance of tailoring a biosecurity protocol to the unique aspects of each equine operation and implementing those disease control strategies carefully.

“Biosecurity practices for controlling infection are only as effective as the weakest link in their implementation,” she said. “If nine out of 10 equine care providers wash their hands when moving between segregated horses, the one provider who does not wash their hands can introduce or spread pathogens (disease-causing organisms) even though the other nine providers (did follow protocol).”

Traub-Dargatz encouraged veterinarians to set a positive example for other equine care providers by consistently practicing appropriate hygiene protocols, even in times of health.

She recommended various options for infectious disease prevention and control. At the top of that list: vaccinating at-risk horses per AAEP vaccination guidelines.

She also emphasized how horse owners, farm managers, and event organizers should support and trust their veterinarians as important sources of information.

Veterinarians and scientists have developed several infectious disease control manuals and toolkits based on lessons learned during previous disease outbreaks (such as Equine Guelph’s biosecurity risk calculator and the Equine Biosecurity Toolkit for Equine Events). But infectious disease outbreaks are still occurring.

Despite best-laid plans, infectious and contagious disease will occur in certain groups of horses (e.g., stressed, traveling, and commingling with others regularly).

“With adequate preplanning and an action plan, risks and response times can be reduced,” said Traub-Dargatz. “In addition, early recognition and swift action in managing suspect cases is key to reducing spread of disease.”

Handling a Diarrheal Outbreak

Diarrhea associated with infectious gastrointestinal (GI) disease can be life-threatening due to secondary development of laminitis and vascular thrombosis (blood clot). Diagnosing its cause and stopping its spread can be difficult because few facilities use optimal management and prevention practices.

Scott Weese, DVM, DVSc, Dipl. ACVIM, a professor in the departments of Pathobiology and Infection Control at the Ontario Veterinary College, in Canada, provided key tips for handling infectious diarrhea.

When walking into a facility with suspected GI disease, the first and most important step is separating clinically affected horses from the rest of the herd.

“It is imperative to reduce transmission of pathogens by personnel, fomites (objects), or other animals,” he said.

Step two, said Weese, is cohorting, which involves separating horses into groups based on risk status: diseased, exposed, and unexposed. Even within the diseased and exposed groups, individual isolation is ideal, although often not implemented at many facilities. When in doubt about grouping a horse, default to the highest risk group that is reasonable.

Once you’ve cohorted and instituted treatment, infection control response can continue. Strategies include:

- Establishing an investigation team;
- Conducting diagnostic testing;
- Making containment and isolation recommendations; and
- After quarantine is lifted, reviewing the outbreak to prevent future issues.

Summing up, he said to implement biosecurity measures pre-emptively, as infectious disease is an ever-present risk.
**Stemming Spread of Infectious Respiratory Diseases**

Disease spreads invisibly, often thanks to horses shedding disease but not showing signs. Leading causes of these outbreaks include equine herpesvirus-1 and -4 (EHV-1, -4) and equine influenza virus, as well as equine arteritis virus and strangles.

Peter Morresey, BVSc, Dipl. ACT, ACVIM, of Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, described how to investigate and control infectious respiratory disease outbreaks. He first reviewed what questions to ask:

- What is the cause of the disease?
- When did infectious and clinically affected cases appear?
- How long will it take for the disease to spread through the exposed population?
- How long will naïve populations—never exposed to the disease—remain at risk once sick horses have recovered?
- Will any horses become “reservoirs” for disease, intermittently shedding the disease-causing organism in the future?
- When is it safe to transport, breed, show, or sell recovered and/or exposed horses without risk of disseminating disease?
- Will the disease-causing pathogen persist in the environment (on surfaces)?

“Controlling an infectious respiratory disease involves two main strategies: isolation of affected individuals and identifying then segregating horses exposed to clinical cases,” he said.

However, the success of these tactics depends on factors beyond any veterinarian’s control. For example, there’s the disease transmission that happens prior to the onset of the first clinical case.

“The speed at which an outbreak occurs depends on the interval between (horses’) contact with the first clinical cases and signs of disease in the subsequent contacts,” noted Morresey.

Respiratory disease can spread slowly within a population. An infection might spread considerably before anyone even recognizes the first case. This limits the veterinarian’s ability to stop disease, and it can make isolation protocols ineffective.

A tendency to “shoot the messenger” in such situations makes a veterinarian’s job difficult, he said, especially if it involves suspending horse movement and curtailing day-to-day operations. Nonetheless, appropriate biosecurity protocols must be instituted, including barrier precautions (glove wearing, etc.), containment procedures, and disinfection.

**Lessons Learned From Outbreaks**

Angela Pelzel-McCluskey, DVM, equine epidemiologist for APHIS Veterinary Services, knows well how diseases spread and which ones require an all-hands-on-deck response. She shared some lessons learned from responding to recent outbreaks of high-impact diseases.

High-impact means the disease could:
- Be especially virulent;
- Affect a large number of equids, owners, or premises;
- Be associated with high morbidity (illness) or mortality (death) rates;
- Be considered a foreign disease;
- Have limited intervention options;
- Have significant trade ramifications; or
- Elicit significant concern or panic.

Recent outbreaks of note include the 2008 contagious equine metritis outbreak that affected 23 stallions; the 2015-2016 vesicular stomatitis outbreak, with cases confirmed on 823 properties in eight states; the large-scale piroplasmosis outbreak in 2009, in which more than 400 horses in a herd tested positive; 39 equine infectious anemia-positive racehorses found in California from 2012 to 2015; and the 2011 equine herpesvirus myeloencephalopathy (EHM) outbreak in Ogden, Utah, with 57 EHV-1 cases and 33 EHM cases confirmed on 62 premises.

Five different diseases, posing different threats and forms of transmission. What lessons did the officials responding to these outbreaks learn?

- There’s a significant need for educational outreach on infectious disease. People need to know the signs and where to look for information.
- Better biosecurity could help prevent the spread of many of these diseases, save thousands of dollars, and keep hundreds of horses healthy.
- The horse industry must be better at planning and preparedness, so it knows how and what to communicate in disease outbreak situations.
- There’s a need for more direct interaction between industry groups, veterinarians, and animal health officials.
- What does this mean for you? Get informed. Wash your hands and equipment. Never reuse needles or syringes. Quarantine new horses. Keep your veterinarian in the loop when horses get sick. Be involved in your equine community, so you and your neighbors can work together if a problem occurs. When you hear about an infectious disease in your state, pay attention.

**ConventionTWEET**

Michelle Anderson
@TH_MNAnderson

During quarantines: Keep dogs out of barn! They are good at spreading disease from one horse to another.
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Drug Efficacy
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What We Know (And Don’t Know) About Bisphosphonates

In 2014, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the use of the bisphosphonates tiludronate (Tildren) and clodronate (Oshipos) for controlling clinical signs of navicular disease in horses. Since then, however, more questions than answers have surfaced regarding this potentially ground-breaking class of drugs, said Katja F. Duesterdieck-Zellmer, DMV, PhD, Dipl. ACVS, assistant professor of large animal surgery in Oregon State University’s Department of Clinical Sciences, in Corvallis. She reviewed bisphosphonates and their effects.

“Questions remain regarding the best choice of bisphosphate, frequency, route and dose of administration, minimum age of the horse to be treated, what type of conditions may benefit from treatment, and how to select the best candidates for successful bisphosphate treatment,” said Duesterdieck-Zellmer.

After reviewing the pharmacokinetics of bisphosphonates, which are given either intravenously (IV) or intramuscularly (IM), she described adverse effects seen in humans and horses.

People have experienced bone death of the jaw post-treatment and unusual femur fractures. While there have been no reports of these side effects in horses, it’s important veterinarians be aware of them.

Horses and humans have experienced renal (kidney) toxicity, so both equine product labels include warnings not to give the drug to horses with a history of renal disease or concurrently with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).

Duesterdieck-Zellmer suggested running a renal panel before treatment and giving lower doses over a longer period if toxicity is a concern.

Treated horses have also developed coliclike symptoms. FDA documents say this might occur more frequently with tiludronate vs. clodronate and typically resolves quickly with medical therapy.

Duesterdieck-Zellmer described these and other, less-frequent adverse effects; learn more at TheHorse.com/38761.

Uses in Horses In one double-blind placebo-controlled study of IV-administered tiludronate, owners of 15 (70%) of 22 horses with moderate to severe lameness reported improvement, and 11 (50%) reported resolution. In the FDA approval study, 64% of treated horses had improved by at least one lameness grade two months post-treatment.

There have been no peer-reviewed studies on clodronate’s efficacy, but the FDA approval study showed that 75% of horses undergoing IM treatment had improved by at least one lameness grade at 56 days post-treatment. The overall success rate at 180 days post-treatment was 65%.

“There is currently no evidence that either tiludronate or clodronate is more efficacious than the other in relieving pain due to navicular syndrome,” said Duesterdieck-Zellmer.

Some veterinarians have tried using bisphosphonates to slow the accelerated bone remodeling associated with osteoarthritis (OA). Tiludronate has been shown in clinical trials to improve pain due to OA of the spine and to bone spavin in some horses, but she cautioned that this is an extra-label use of the drug and there’s insufficient evidence to recommend it.

Bisphosphonates might also help treat bucked shins, pedal osteitis, and sesamoiditis (inflammation of the coffin and sesamoid bones, respectively) and prevent loss of bone density, she noted. But, again, more investigation is needed.

Questions Remain Despite bisphosphonates’ benefits, many veterinarians still have concerns regarding their use. One is that it might affect growing horses’ skeletal development. While researchers have not investigated this in horses, physicians have seen radiographic changes near some treated children’s growth plates.

Another question is how long administered bisphosphonates decrease bone turnover and how frequently dosing should occur. Based on study results, if practitioners don’t note a sufficient clinical effect after one treatment, they typically give the next treatment two months later. In that study, tiludronate levels in bones had decreased relatively little three months later. In that study, tiludronate levels in bones had decreased relatively little three months post-administration, then more rapidly over the next three to six months.

“Based on extrapolation from data in rats, it was concluded that tiludronate concentrations in equine bone at six months were probably not high enough to inhibit bone resorption by 50%,” said Duesterdieck-Zellmer.

Many but not all navicular horses treated with bisphosphonates will have
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improved or resolved lameness, she concluded. She suggested veterinarians assess horses’ response and improvement two to six months after treatment.

**Dipyrone for Reducing Fever**

Because there are currently no medications labeled to control fever in horses, practitioners generally administer NSAIDs to pyrexic (feverish) animals. The NSAID dipyrone is approved in several countries—but not the United States—for use in animals and people to reduce fever and relieve pain. Emily Sundman, DVM, of Kindred Biosciences Inc., in Burlingame, California, investigated this drug’s safety and efficacy in horses.

She and her colleagues studied horses from 14 clinical research sites in 12 states that had a fever of at least 102°F, were older than 1 year; not pregnant, and free of severe systemic disease. The researchers randomly assigned horses to either a treatment group that received 30 mg/kg of IV dipyrone or a control group that received a placebo. Researchers were blinded to the groups. They recorded horses’ temperatures six hours after treatment and considered it to be effective if body temperature decreased by 2°F or returned to normal. Dipyrone was effective in 77% of horses treated, said Sundman.

In the same study, she investigated the drug’s field safety. Treated horses received additional doses of 30 mg/kg of dipyrone up to three times daily. The team completed a physical exam and bloodwork when each horse exited the study.

Researchers were blinded to the groups. In the same study, she investigated the drug’s field safety. Treated horses received additional doses of 30 mg/kg of dipyrone up to three times daily. The team completed a physical exam and bloodwork when each horse exited the study.

**Acetaminophen Could Relieve Laminitis Pain**

Jonathan Foreman, DVM, MS, Dipl. ACVIM, presented the results of a study in which he and colleagues tested whether acetaminophen (yes, Tylenol’s active ingredient) effectively relieved equine foot pain. Foreman is a professor of veterinary clinical medicine at the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine Veterinary Teaching Hospital, in Urbana.

Veterinarians often prescribe traditional NSAIDs—such as phenylbutazone (PBZ) or flunixin meglumine (FM, Banamine)—to help reduce or eliminate foot pain. But such drugs carry potentially dangerous side effects, so researchers are still on the hunt for effective treatments.

Foreman and colleagues recently compared acetaminophen’s efficacy in relieving foot pain to that of FM.

**Is a New Treatment for Joint Pain on the Horizon?**

“Equine pain management is one of the most challenging issues veterinarians face on a daily basis,” said Melissa King, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACVS, ACVSMR, an assistant professor of equine sports medicine at Colorado State University’s Veterinary Teaching Hospital, in Fort Collins. She has been studying a new tool to manage joint pain in horses that has significant pain-relieving effects in other species.

In the presence of tissue injury, the body produces neurotrophins, or nerve growth factor (NGF). When a damaged joint, for instance, releases NGF, a cascade of events occurs that enhances the sensation of noxious stimuli. The result? Pain. Researchers have developed antibodies against NGF—anti-nerve growth factor (anti-NGF mAb)—to help stem this response.

In their study, King and colleagues induced synovitis (a type of noninfectious joint inflammation) in one hock joint in 24 horses. They injected a sterile saline solution into each horse’s opposite hock, which served as its control. They then split the horses into four treatment groups of six that received intra-articular anti-NGF mAb doses of either 0.1 mg, 1 mg, or 10 mg or a placebo.

The team performed a lameness examination and collected synovial fluid and measured ground-reaction forces from all horses at three time points. Ten hours post-anti-NGF mAb administration they also collected tissue biopsies from the affected hocks.

In the joints treated with the 1-mg and 10-mg doses, the researchers found:

- Less pain in response to joint flexion and symmetrical limb loading;
- Significantly less glycosaminoglycan and PGE2 (inflammatory markers) in synovial fluid;
- Significantly less inflammatory cell infiltrate on histopathology (microscopic exam); and
- No significant changes or effects on articular (joint) cartilage viability.

“Anti-NGF mAb has multiple therapeutic and disease-modifying effects, short-term safety, and is efficacious,” said King. “It’s the first new pain treatment in several years.”

While this treatment is not currently available for use in horses, King said she hopes it will be an option in the near future.—Alexandra Beckstett

---

20 mg/kg oral acetaminophen was comparable to 1.1 mg/kg FM

Adverse reactions to treatment were mild, occurred at similar rates among the placebo and dipyrone groups, and did not appear to cause clinical problems. Bloodwork abnormalities were what you’d see with horses suffering from fever and could have been related to the cause of disease.

In conclusion, dipyrone was safe and effective for controlling fever in horses when given at an IV dose of 30 mg/kg, said Sundman. She said Kindred Biosciences hopes to gain pending FDA approval for dipyrone for use in horses.

The researchers induced reversible lameness in eight healthy adult horses and administered 1.1 mg/kg of FM orally, 20 mg/kg of acetaminophen orally, or left horses untreated to serve as controls. Each horse received each treatment with a week between trials.

Foreman said control horses had higher heart rates and lameness scores than horses that received FM or acetaminophen. However, there were no significant differences between heart rates or lameness scores in FM- or acetaminophen-treated horses, he said.

The team also monitored horses’ liver enzymes and found no evidence of elevation, suggesting there was no liver damage from the 20 mg/kg acetaminophen dose, Foreman said.

Acetaminophen at this oral dosage was comparable to FM, he said.

There’s still no data regarding acetaminophen’s pharmacodynamics or toxicity in horses, so further research is warranted. However, Foreman encouraged practitioners to consider this medication for laminitic horses.
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Interpreting a Mare’s Subfertility

Reasons a mare doesn’t get pregnant after multiple breeding attempts to a fertile stallion could be many, and veterinarians commonly use endometrial culture, cytology, biopsy, and a thorough physical exam to pinpoint the cause.

Karen Wolfsdorf, DVM, Dipl. ACT, of Hagyard Equine Medical Institute, in Lexington, Kentucky, said culture involves determining if bacteria are present in the uterus and, if so, what kind and to what antibiotics they are sensitive. Cytology involves microscopically examining the cell types and substances the endometrium produces, and biopsy is the examination of the endometrial tissue as a whole.

Low-volume lavage is a useful way to get a representative sample of what’s in the uterus. During this process, the veterinarian flushes a liter of sterile solution into the uterus and then collects the fluid in a sterile container. After spinning the fluid in a centrifuge, he or she swabs cells from the remaining sediments that have sunk to the bottom, putting them on culture medium to grow bacteria and on slides for cytologic microscopic exam.

An endometrial biopsy is particularly important for predicting a mare’s likelihood of carrying a foal to term, helping uncover abnormalities not seen on culture, cytology, or ultrasound exam, said Wolfsdorf. The practitioner can take single or multiple samples from questionable areas and evaluate them for inflammation, density and nesting of endometrial glands (when secretions get trapped in the base of the glands), fibrosis (scarring), and lymphatic and vascular (blood vessel) changes. Then he or she can begin appropriate management and treatment.

Uterine placement and perineal conformation affect fertility. Wolfsdorf pointed out that many subfertile mares have a uterus that hangs loosely and sits forward and low due to stretching of the broad ligament that supports the organ. Stretching occurs with age and pregnancies, decreased uterine contractility, and poor perineal structure. These changes leave the uterus susceptible to bacterial invasion and decreased uterine clearance—the natural expulsion of foreign material after breeding—causing fluid, mucus, and other debris to accumulate. Any of these factors could negatively impact a mare’s ability to become pregnant.

3 Assisted Reproductive Techniques

Owners of subfertile mares need not give up. Scientists have made great progress in helping them. Katrin Hinrichs, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACT, of Texas A&M University (TAMU) College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences, described techniques she and others use.

Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI)

With this technique, the veterinarian injects a single sperm into an egg (oocyte) in a lab. The fertilized oocyte can then...
grow in culture into an embryo, which can be transferred to a recipient mare. The procedure requires oocyte collection from the donor mare via transvaginal follicle aspiration (TVA), which involves placing a needle through the mare’s flank. Usually, he or she collects immature oocytes on a fixed schedule, recovering several at once. Mares that produce viable oocytes, yet suffer from conditions such as uterine adhesions, uterine infection, or recurrent anovulatory follicles, might benefit most from ICSI, she said.

**Oocyte Transfer** This procedure also involves collecting oocytes via TVA, but the oocytes have matured in the mare’s ovary prior to aspiration. Gathering mature oocytes requires hormone treatment and monitoring and usually only yields one oocyte. The veterinarian then transfers it surgically to the recipient mare’s oviduct and artificially inseminates her. She conceives and carries the foal. Oocyte transfer is an option for producing foals in regions where ICSI laboratories are not available.

**Cloning** Owners might opt for cloning to produce a young, fertile filly with the same genetics as the original mare. Assuming the subfertile mare’s reproductive limitations are not genetic, the cloned filly could go on to a successful breeding career. However, very few laboratories perform cloning; it is expensive; and many breed organizations do not permit registration of cloned foals or their progeny.

If you choose an advanced reproduction technique such as ICSI, take time to find an established lab that handles oocytes with proven success. “Assisted reproductive techniques offer tools for veterinarians and breeders alike who want progeny from valuable mares that are otherwise unable to conceive,” she said. “Oocyte transfer and the ICSI techniques that have been developed over the last 10 years now make this possible.”

**Applying Endocrine Therapy**

The endocrine system influences every aspect of body function and is particularly important in reproduction. So, a mare having trouble conceiving could benefit from endocrine, or hormone, therapy. Kristina Lu, Dipl. ACT, of Hagyard Equine Medical Institute, described this approach.

**Go Toward the Light!** Light has a considerable influence on some hormones. Increased light exposure results in a greater blood concentration of hormone therapy. Veterinarians have administered a naturally occurring hormone called human chorionic gonadotropin and the synthetic deslorelin acetate reliably to induce ovulation.

The hormone prolactin plays a role in mares’ estrous cycles. If prolactin is out of balance, it could interfere with normal cycling and pregnancy, said Lu. In such cases, interventional hormone therapy might be warranted.

The delayed fluid clearance and endometritis (uterine lining inflammation) some mares experience after breeding can result in a poor environment for a fertilized egg to thrive and loss of pregnancy. Oxytocin is a hormone that, among other functions, induces uterine contractions to help clear this fluid. The oxytocin-stimulated uterus produces prostaglandin F2-α, which also plays an important role in uterine clearance, contractility, and mediation of inflammation.

**Outside Influences** Stress, inflammation, obesity, and insulin resistance can all negatively impact the endocrine system’s effect on reproduction. Managing these conditions properly can help improve your mare’s pregnancy chances.
Managing Post-Mating Inflammation

About 15% of mares develop persistent mating-induced endometritis (PMIE)—post-mating inflammation that doesn’t resolve within 36 to 48 hours. The condition results in lower pregnancy rates and increased early embryonic losses.

Etta Bradecamp, DVM, Dipl. ACT, ABVP, a reproductive specialist at Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, explained the causes and best treatment for PMIE mares.

Mares are referred to as either “resistant” (normal) or “susceptible.” Susceptible mares have delayed uterine clearance (DUC), with greater than 2 centimeters of fluid in the uterus when checked on ultrasound 24 hours after breeding.

Bradecamp focused on management techniques that can improve fertility in DUC mares and modulate the inflammatory response. Knowing which of the many treatments are most appropriate and when to use them can be tricky, and it goes back to figuring out the cause.

If you know the mare is likely to have this problem, you can address it early, with a goal of prevention. Only breed her once per cycle. And consider treating with systemic corticosteroids, such as dexamethasone, prior to breeding.

But often the veterinarian discovers the situation 24 hours after breeding. At that point, focus on reducing existing inflammation. Bradecamp said if she had one treatment available to remove inflammatory debris from the uterus, it would be lavage. She suggested lavaging until the effluent (the returned liquid) is clear:

Then it’s time for an ecobic, such as oxytociin or cloprostenol, to help the uterus clear remaining fluid. In some mares additional therapies might be necessary.

Bradecamp says the veterinarian’s best shot at a good outcome is to stay “ahead of the eight ball.” If the mare has a known problem, treat her prior to breeding. And upon discovering a problem after breeding,avage and help her clear that inflammation and improve her chances of becoming pregnant that cycle.

Scofield’s team reviewed data from 10 clinics with mares inseminated on 1,169 cycles with frozen semen from 168 stallions.

Most mares (96%) were inseminated with either four or eight straws (each straw contains 100-125 million sperm), said Scofield; the team included these mares in their analysis. He listed their findings:

- Mares inseminated once with 400 million sperm had a 35% per cycle conception rate;
- Mares inseminated twice with 400 million sperm each time had a 42% per cycle conception rate;
- Mares inseminated once with 800 million sperm had a 48% per cycle conception rate;
- Mares inseminated twice with 800 million sperm each time had a 57% per cycle conception rate; and
- Semen deposition site (body vs. deep horn) had no significant effect.

“Mares had higher pregnancy rates per cycle as sperm numbers and number of AIs per cycle increased,” he said, recommending breeders freeze a stallion’s semen in doses of 800 million sperm, with at least 30% post-thaw motility, to allow the mare owner and veterinarian to decide whether to administer a full or half dose, pre- and/or post-ovulation, at the site of their choice.—Alexandra Beckstett
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a small amount of solution of keep them moist, double-bagging to prevent leakage. The most challenging part (and dangerous for eggs) is ahead, with the time- and temperature-sensitive trip to the lab. They must be maintained at a stable temperature, so flights and counter-to-counter arrangements are crucial. CSU and TAMU have been at the forefront of offering post-mortem ovary processing and ICSI services, so those are the two locations most familiar with all the pieces coming together in the right timing. While this is happening, the owners should be selecting a stallion and making arrangements for his semen to be shipped. Either frozen or cooled/ shipped semen can be used, but it must arrive by—at the latest—the day after the ovaries themselves arrive at the facility. Someone at the lab processes ovaries on arrival so eggs can mature, then performs ICSI. The embryo is cultured and, when ready, sent for transfer or frozen.

Which Biomarkers Best Predict Late- Term Pregnancy Loss? Late-term pregnancy loss continues to be a significant problem in reproduction practice. In recent years, researchers have identified several biomarkers (TheHorse.com/38108) that can indicate trouble’s brewing, but they needed a large-scale study to evaluate them. Recently, a University of Kentucky research team examined changes that occurred in four established biomarkers in mares with both normal and abnormal pregnancy outcomes. Barry Ball, DVM, Dipl. ACT, presented their results.

The biomarkers of interest here were:

The estrogen estradiol-17B The fetus and placenta produce estradiol during pregnancy. Estradiol levels decrease when experimental placentalitis is induced at nine months of gestation.

Progestrone The placenta plays a large role in progestrone metabolism. Progestrone falls to low or nondetectable concentrations during gestation. When scientists induce experimental placentalitis at nine months, however, these levels increase in the days before abortion.

Alpha fetoprotein (AFP) This protein is present in fetal fluids and can cross the placenta into the maternal circulation. Concentrations increase in mares with induced placentalitis.

Serum amyloid A (SAA) This biomarker increases in response to any inflammation in the body and has been shown to increase in pregnant mares a few days post-placentitis induction.

In their study, Ball and his team collected blood samples weekly from 700 mares on 15 Kentucky Thoroughbred farms until they foaled or aborted. From this group, 15 mares aborted or had placental lesions after foaling.

For the purpose of the study, the team age-matched each of these mares with two control mares. Looking at weekly blood sample results, Ball said estradiol levels decreased as foaling approached. At the week of pregnancy loss or foaling, all cases mares had significantly lower levels than did controls. This decline was particularly steep in mares with placentalitis, he said.

While progestrone levels increased as expected in both groups, they rose more rapidly in mares with placentalitis. There were no significant differences between case and control mares, however, at the week of pregnancy loss or foaling.

Concentrations of AFP were significantly higher in case mares than controls and increased closer to foaling.

And, lastly, Ball said SAA levels were not significantly different between case and control mares in the two weeks before foaling or abortion.

So, from Day 290 to 300, estradiol levels decrease and progestrone levels increase in affected mares. At foaling or abortion, estradiol decreases, AFP increases, and progestrone and SAA are not predictive of outcome. In placentalitis cases, progestrone increases in the four weeks prior to foaling or abortion, and estradiol decreases in the two weeks prior.

In other words, given that estradiol concentration decreases and AFP increases within seven days of foaling or abortion in affected mares, these measures could be useful for predicting late-term abortions using a single serum sample.
Understanding Foal Immunity

Foals have a functional immune system in utero—but it’s one appropriate to an unborn foal in a sterile and protected environment. Once that baby hits the real world, he needs real-world immunity.

David W. Horohov, PhD, of the University of Kentucky Maxwell H. Gluck Research Center, in Lexington, described aspects of mare and foal immunity that are useful in everyday management.

With six layers of placenta separating the mare’s circulation from the fetus, only small molecules can get through to the foal. Large proteins, such as antibody molecules, cannot. A lack of antibodies leaves the newborn foal unprotected against infections. So it depends on the mare’s colostrum (her antibody-rich “first milk”) to provide the necessary antibodies through a process called passive transfer.

Of course, the amount of antibodies the foal gets depends on the mare’s antibody levels, Horohov said. So, boosting her antibodies by vaccinating according to AAEP guidelines helps assure they’re sufficient.

Mares also develop antibodies as they encounter pathogens in the environment, which ultimately helps foal immunity.

When bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites bombard the foal, his health is challenged. But that challenge also stimulates the immune system, helping it mature.

Over time, the from-the-mare antibodies decay, so as critical as they once were, the 4-month-old foal no longer benefits.

By then, he’s building his own immunity.

The caveat comes when foals don’t get adequate colostrum or the colostrum doesn’t contain those critical antibodies. In this scenario, neonates are highly susceptible to infections. Veterinarians might recommend vaccinating those young foals to protect against disease. While the young foal’s immune system won’t make antibodies as effectively as an older foal’s would, no adverse long-term effects of early vaccination have been noted, and it will help him mount a defense.

Bottom line: Vaccinating the mare is the No. 1 thing you can do to ensure a foal has the best chance at fighting off most of the bacteria and viruses he’ll encounter in his early days.

Evaluating Neonatal Foals and Postpartum Mares at Foal Heat

Newborn foals must transition from dependence on the dam’s body to doing everything on their own. They have to make huge physiologic changes to simply survive—by beginning to breathe, digest milk, fight disease (as we just learned), and keep up with their dams.

At the same time, the mare must recover from foaling and eat enough to provide nutrition for a growing foal, and her reproductive system must rebound to prepare for another pregnancy.

That’s a lot going on in a short time. Peter R. Morresey, BVSc, MVM, MACVSc, Dipl. ACT, ACVIM, CVA, of Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, advocates that the mare’s foal heat—which occurs about seven to 15 days after foaling—might be the best time for a veterinary examination to be sure the foal is hitting his marks and the mare is ready for breeding.

While there are many reasons to breed a mare, a major reason is financial. Selling the foal as a weanling or yearling requires that he or she be a good size and healthy at sale time. As such, illness or problems that affect growth, health, or soundness have an economic impact.

At birth, a foal is at 10% of his mature body weight, and the most rapid period of growth is in the months following. So foal heat is the ideal time to be sure he’s growing normally. Vets assess musculoskeletal development, breathing, heart activity, body structure, way of moving, umbilicus, weight, and, of course, nutrition.

It’s likely the foal will have diarrhea (called “foal-heat diarrhea”), but normally he should not be “sick” with it, Morresey said. So if the foal is depressed or diarrhea is ongoing, it’s time to investigate further.

Then there’s the obvious need to be sure the mare is healthy, because that’s the best way she can take care of her foal. She has the tremendous job of feeding the foal (that consumes 20-25% of his body weight each day in milk!), as well as repairing her own system to prepare for the next foal.

She needs a reproductive exam, including ultrasound, to be sure she’s ready for breeding.

From a commercial standpoint, Morresey suggested we think of the mare as an airplane: She lands, discharges the foal, and must be ready to take off again so she can fly past the stallion, pick up
the next passenger, and be ready to land again in 340 days. That means turning her around in a timely fashion, which is healthy for her as long as all systems are go. He recommended considering breeding on the foal heat as long there were no post-foaling complications.

Finally, the mare should get a general health exam, including soundness, dental, skin, and endocrine or metabolic function. Appropriate hoof trimming is a must and, of course, be sure she gets enough and the right kind of feed.

Catching problems early, minimizing mare and foal stress, and keeping the mare in best reproductive health is the best way to protect your investment.

Low Platelet Counts and Sick Foals: An Unlucky Combination

If only predicting survival in sick foals were as easy as shaking a Magic 8 Ball for an answer. Researchers have evaluated various measures to help owners make difficult decisions when caring for sick foals, including white blood cell counts, fibrinogen levels, and glucose and lactate concentrations, among others, but none have been as effective as practitioners would like. Recently, a Colorado State University (CSU) team investigated the impact of platelet counts on foal survival.

Elsbeth Swain, DVM, Dipl. ACVIM, of CSU’s College of Veterinary Medicine & Biological Sciences, explained that many hospitalized foals have low platelet counts, referred to as thrombocytopenia, associated with their illnesses. When this occurs, the foal’s blood doesn’t clot normally. This condition’s impact on survival, however, has historically been unclear.

To better understand thrombocytopenia, Swain and Gary Magdesian, DVM, Dipl. ACVIM, ACVECC, ACVCP, of the University of California (UC), Davis, School of Veterinary Medicine, reviewed data collected on 1,414 foals 14 days of age or younger at the university’s Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital.

One hundred thirty-three (9.4%) of those foals were diagnosed with thrombocytopenia (platelet counts <100,000/microliter of blood). Only 64.7% of foals with thrombocytopenia survived, whereas 86.1% of the control foals (those not diagnosed with thrombocytopenia) survived.

“Despite the overall decreased survival rate within the thrombocytopenia population, the outcome was not associated with the severity of thrombocytopenia,” Swain said. “This is important because foals with the lowest platelet counts were actually associated with a good prognosis relative to the other groups. This appears counterintuitive, but these foals that had dramatically low platelet counts were less affected by sepsis (the body’s inflammatory response to infection) compared to the other groups and more affected by a condition called alloimmune thrombocytopenia, which can be managed with treatment.”

Foals with thrombocytopenia suffered from a number of conditions, including septicemia (bacteria in the blood that causes sepsis), gastrointestinal disease, equine herpesvirus-1, and Tyzzer’s disease. The researchers suspected alloimmune destruction of the platelets in 9.8% of the 133 thrombocytopenic foals.

“These findings are important as a clinician, because a foal can appear markedly critical if it is unable to clot its blood normally, but if a diagnosis can be reached, even the most severely affected foals may be treated successfully,” Swain said, adding that veterinarians can test for thrombocytopenia using routine bloodwork.

The Go-To Drug Combo for Septic Foals

In a world of increasing pathogen resistance to antibiotics, many veterinarians and owners worry when faced with a sick horse, especially a delicate neonate. Will the medications that once worked to save a sick foal still be effective?

Researchers at UC Davis recently tested the efficacy of antibiotics frequently used to treat septic neonatal foals.

Sepsis is a rapidly progressive disease that requires immediate antimicrobial therapy in foals, said David Wilson, BVMS, MS, Hon Dipl. ACVIM, who presented the group’s study results on behalf of Mathijs Theelen, DVM, Dipl. ECEIM.

In most cases, the exact bacteria aren’t known when treatment begins. The vet administers antibiotics empirically, selecting one or more based on the most likely cause of infection until culture results are back, which usually takes several days.

Common antimicrobials used empirically either alone or in various combinations in septic foals include: amikacin, penicillin, ampicillin, gentamicin, ceftiofur and related drugs, chloramphenicol, and trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole. To determine if these drugs were still good choices for this use, the team isolated bacteria from 213 septic foals brought to the hospital and tested their drug sensitivity.

The team found that an amikacin and ampicillin combo was one of the most effective for empirical treatment of septic foals less than 30 days old. Bacteria in 91.5% of the foals were susceptible to it.

Most of the other combinations were also effective, with susceptibilities between 80 and 90%. Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole and gentamicin alone were the least effective, with susceptibilities of only 59.6% and 62%, respectively.

“The combination of amikacin and ampicillin remains an excellent choice for empirical treatment of septic foals, assuming normal renal (kidney) function and while awaiting bacteriological culture and susceptibility results,” said Wilson.
Feed Weanlings Carefully to Support Growth, Reduce DOD

Weanlings require sufficient protein, energy, and balanced minerals to support skeletal and soft tissue development as they grow. Horses expected to mature to 500 to 600 kilograms (1,000-1,200 pounds) gain up to 1.0 kilogram (2.2 pounds) per day in their first year. The faster the growth rate, the more critical nutritional balance becomes.

In the past, excess protein was thought to cause developmental orthopedic disease (DOD), but that’s not the case. High-carbohydrate meals and improperly balanced minerals are the more likely culprits, said Sarah Ralston, VMD, PhD, Dipl. ACVN, of the Department of Animal Sciences at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, in New Brunswick. In fact, scientists showed in repeated studies that low-carb forage-based rations containing little to no carbohydrate-rich grains were more efficient for rapidly growing weanlings than traditional high-grain rations, when both were balanced for mineral content.

So from 2004 to 2008 Ralston compared rapidly growing draft-crossbred weanlings with free access to forage-based, total mixed ration cubes to those consuming a traditional 50/50 forage/grain concentrate ration in recommended amounts. The total mixed ration weanlings had higher average daily gains across all five years than the high-grain-fed weanlings. There were no differences in DOD incidence between groups in any year, and the researchers saw only very mild DOD in both groups.

All-forage rations properly balanced for protein and mineral content are a viable option for growing weanlings, she said.

Addressing the ‘Air Fern’ in Your Barn

Obese equids are at a high risk for developing serious metabolic problems and laminitis. To mitigate this risk, veterinarians and horse owners must understand the health problems at play and effective strategies for weight loss. Ingrid Vervuert, DMV, of the Institute of Animal Nutrition, Nutrition Diseases and Dietetics and the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at Germany’s University of Leipzig, described these approaches.

Perception is Key

Many owners don’t realize when their horses are overweight. Obesity develops due to excessive energy intake, poor management and feeding practices, and lack of exercise, she said. Some horses and ponies are easy keepers, meaning they maintain weight with very little supplemental feed. Overfeeding them undoubtedly leads to weight gain.

Metabolic Consequences

Energy that horses and ponies do not burn off is
stored as fat. Fat tissue acts as an endocrine gland capable of secreting inflammatory proteins (cytokines), hormones (leptin and adiponectin), and enzymes for lipid (fat) regulation.

Insulin is a hormone that signals cells in tissues, like muscle and the liver, to absorb glucose from the bloodstream and store it for later use as energy. Insulin resistance is a condition where the cells have a decreased response to insulin. More and more insulin is required to achieve glucose absorption (think of insulin as having to “shout” at resistant tissues to get a response, rather than speak in a normal tone). This is one of the biggest concerns vets have with overweight animals.

Feeding Management Owners can quickly and easily help their horses lose weight by removing feed or reducing energy intake. Decrease forage intake to 1-1.5% of ideal body weight, said Vervuert. Soak forage for 30-60 minutes to remove excess starch and sugar, and eliminate concentrates from the diet. Add a protein-fortified ration balancer to supply necessary vitamins and minerals.

Grazing muzzles are essential for obese horses on turnout if there’s no drylot available. But reducing forage intake can cause boredom, exacerbating behavioral problems. Consider using haynets or slow-feeders to extend chew and foraging time.

Healthy weight loss is gradual. Ideally, you’ll want your horse to lose 1% of his body weight per week. More is too fast, but slightly less is okay. Owners must know how to assess body condition score (BCS), how to weigh a horse, and how to keep track of changes over time to manage these horses optimally, said Vervuert.

Refeeding Malnourished Horses

The organizations and individuals tasked with rehabilitating malnourished horses have no collective plan to guide them in refeeding starved, malnourished horses. So Rebecca Remillard, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACVN, of Veterinary Nutritional Consultations Inc., in Hollister, North Carolina, described how.

First the veterinarian conducts an exam, measuring body weight, BCS, and blood parameters and assessing appetite.

Without food, changes in the small and large intestines compromise the ability to digest nutrients. The hindgut’s microbiome (its microbial flora) is particularly sensitive to diet. Remillard suggested housing malnourished horses with other horses in an environment with dirt and manure. The theory is that this might help reestablish the microbiome naturally.

When beginning to refeed a starved horse, base his digestible energy (DE) intake on his current weight, not optimal weight. To estimate DE, use the equation: DE Mcal/day = Body weight in kilograms x 0.03 (Mcal = megacalorie, 1 Mcal = 1,000 kilocalorie).

Take several days to work up to feeding the calculated amount. Consider the “forage first” plan, she said, because forage helps regenerate the gastrointestinal track physically, functionally, and nutritionally. Resist the urge to feed more, or to feed high-starch or simple-sugar feeds, which put the horse at risk for digestive disturbances and laminitis or, worse, refeeding syndrome. This occurs when the starving animal consumes too many calories and nutrients, resulting in electrolyte imbalance, multi-organ failure, and even death.

Ideally, horses should gain at this rate:
- BCS 1: 0-1 lb/day weight gain, max
- BCS 2: 1-2 lb/day gain, max
- BCS 3: 2 lb/day gain, max

Recumbent (down) horses and horses lacking appetite tend to have a poor prognosis for survival, she said. Veterinary and nutritionist guidance is key for helping ensure the horse returns to health. Full rehab can take weeks and, for a horse with a BCS of 1, it can take nearly a year.

Feeding Senior Horses

Twenty percent of the U.S. horse population is now over the age of 20. And with age comes increasing risk for a variety of health conditions. Fortunately, nutrition can aid in managing these issues. Megan Shepherd, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACVN, a clinical assistant professor in Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine’s Department of Large Animal Clinical Sciences, in Blacksburg, Virginia, talked about feeding considerations for this class of horses.

Calories and Energy Shepherd said a body condition score (BCS) of 5 out of 9 is ideal for seniors. A horse with no metabolic issues can have a BCS of 6 to account for future weight loss due to illness, she added. An arthritic animal might fare better with less weight stressing those joints, in which case a BCS of 4 is acceptable.

Inactive and/or overweight seniors have lower energy needs than hard keepers, which often benefit from higher fat...
Regu-Mate® (altrenogest) is the name veterinarians and their clients depend on for estrus control (suppression, management).
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Forage
Shepherd recommends feeding a ration balancer to horses consuming forage-only diets to be sure they consume enough vitamins and minerals. If good-quality forage alone does not meet an older horse's energy requirements, consider feeding beet pulp, a commercial senior feed, or a fat supplement to increase calorie intake. If a horse qads, or drops chewed wads of hay, then you might replace long-stem or pasture forage with soaked pelleted or cubed forage.

Other Nutrients
Horses with PPID might be insulin-resistant, meaning their cells don't respond normally to insulin; therefore, balance these horses' diets carefully to limit starch and sugar intake. Horses with PPID have decreased antioxidant capacity in the pituitary gland's pars intermedia and might benefit from a vitamin E supplement. They might also have increased free radical formation, causing oxidative damage. Therefore, you might consider exceeding vitamin E requirements for these horses, said Shepherd. For horses with joint disease, omega-3 fatty acids, particularly marine-based eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid, might help reduce joint inflammation.

Feeding Horses With Muscle Issues
Horses with exertional myopathies such as recurrent exertional rhabdomyolysis (RER), also known as tying-up, and polysaccharide storage myopathy (Type 1 and 2 PSSM) can experience muscle fatigue, pain, cramping, and damage. Stephanie Valberg, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACVIM, ACVSMR, of the Michigan State University College of Veterinary Medicine's Department of Large Animal Clinical Sciences, described how to maintain them, stressing that regular exercise and dietary management are necessary to improve the general rule of thumb is to keep nonstructural carbohydrate (NASC, starch, and sugar) levels low and provide extra calories with fat. In RER horses, Valberg said to restrict calories from NSC to less than 20% of the total diet to minimize excretion. Also provide up to 20% of calories with fat. Horses receiving 5 kilograms (11 pounds) or more of grain tend to be at higher risk for an RER episode than those getting 2.5 kilograms (5.5 pounds) or less.

For Type 1 PSSM horses, keep NSCs to 10-15% of the diet. A low-NSC diet will reduce insulin secretion in response to a meal. Insulin stimulates production of glycogen synthase, so reducing the amount of circulating insulin in PSSM horses is important to help manage the amount of glycogen in the muscles. Fat needs depend on the horse's BCS and exercise demands. Researchers have recently shown that Type 2 PSSM horses do not have the same high muscle glycogen concentrations and, so, might not need strict NSC restriction. Type 1 or Type 2 PSSM horses that experience decreased muscle mass might need an amino acid or protein supplement to help support muscle development. "The easiest thing to change when a horse is diagnosed with PSSM is the diet, but I always emphasize that the diet itself is a small piece of the solution, and for muscle to properly utilize the appropriate diet, horses need to be exercised regularly in a training program," Valberg said. For more info see TheHorse.com/38753.
ALExANDRA BECkSTETT

Recognizing Equine Abuse

Practitioners must know the signs of abuse, its various forms, and their role in preventing it. Rachel Touroo, DVM, the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’ (ASPCA) director of veterinary forensics, who’s based in Gainesville, Florida, described six classes of animal abuse: simple or gross neglect, intentional, organized (e.g., dog fighting), sexual, ritualistic, and emotional.

Neglect is the most common form of abuse, said Touroo, and causes include laziness, apathy, caregiver stress, underlying physical or psychological barriers, economic hardship (which has only been fueled by the large numbers of unwanted horses, said Touroo), and ignorance.

Recognizing equine abuse, however, is not always easy. “Veterinarians are not traditionally trained to identify features that raise the index of suspicion of animal abuse or signs consistent with or highly suggestive of abuse,” said Touroo.

Possible signs of neglect include:

* Crowded or unsanitary conditions;
* Deteriorating home and/or facility;
* Emaciated, lethargic, and/or unsocialized animals;
* Personal neglect and isolation; and
* Insistence that animals are happy and healthy when it’s obvious they’re not.

Possible signs of a rescue hoarder can include:

* Unwillingness to have visitors;
* Unwillingness or inability to say how many animals are on the property;
* Continual acquisition of horses without effort to adopt horses out, even in the face of declining care; and
* Disparity between staff size/volunteer roster and number of animals in care.

Intentional abuse can include blunt or sharp force trauma, burns, gunshot wounds, asphyxia, and poison. Vets might overlook intentional abuse if they’re not attuned to subtle clues in a horse’s history and exam findings. Features Touroo said should raise suspicion of intentional abuse might include the owner’s:

* Implication of a particular person as the perpetrator;
* Explanation of the animal’s condition inconsistent with the medical findings;
* Story keeps changing, or he or she offers no explanation for the animal’s condition;
* History of violence in the home; and
* Ownership of previous animals that were injured or died.

A practitioner should report any suspicion of equine abuse and findings to the appropriate authorities—animal control, humane law enforcement, the police department, or the sheriff’s office—which varies depending on the jurisdiction. The case then transfers to the authorities. For more, see TheHorse.com/38723.

The Vet’s Role in Abuse Investigations

Nicole Eller, DVM, a Minnesota-based field shelter veterinarian with the ASPCA’s Field Investigations and Response team, described the vet’s unique role in animal crime scene investigations.

As the equine expert, he or she will be collecting evidence, recognizing key pieces that other investigators might overlook. Eller described the four phases of processing an animal crime scene.

**Phase 1: Document the condition of the facility or farm upon arrival** The area will most likely have already been secured by law enforcement and documented via photos and video.

**Phase 2: Document each animal and its environment** The veterinarian will perform what Eller called critical triage during the initial walk-through of the property, which is rapid visual sorting of animals by treatment priority. “It’s done to identify animals in immediate need of medical care,” she said. Those horses (think open fractures, hemorrhaging, etc.) classify as “red animals.”

“Document everything as fast as possible before treating, because the live animal is evidence, and treatment alters evidence,” she said.

Next the vet performs a second walk-through, color-coding the remaining horses as yellow (needing treatment before transport), green (ready for transport), or blue (exhibiting infectious disease).

Then document living conditions. “Demonstrate how that environment may have directly affected the animal,” she said, including taking photographs.

Any dead horse, no matter its state of decomposition, must also be cataloged as physical evidence.

Once all live horses have been removed
When investigating a potential abuse situation, the veterinarian should first document the condition of the facility and its animals upon arrival.

**Best Practices for Equine Rescues**

As co-founder and president of Bluebonnet Equine Humane Society, in College Station, Texas, Jennifer Williams, MS, PhD, has helped rehabilitate and rehome more than 1,500 horses over the past 19 years. She’s seen what can happen when rescues are ill-prepared or overwhelmed.

“Veterinarians can help alleviate the suffering inadvertently caused by well-meaning rescuers by working with these organizations to ensure they follow good equine husbandry and nonprofit management guidelines.” These include:

- **Transparency** This includes 501(c)(3) status letters, financial reports, operating policies, horse information, and vet records for potential adopters. Provide contact info, said Williams, and return calls and emails in a timely manner.
- **Good Husbandry** Reputable rescues follow AAEP guidelines for rescue and retirement facilities, providing routine preventive care. They offer quality water and nutrition and maintain their facilities. They manage illnesses and lameness in a timely manner and are willing to have horses euthanized that cannot recover from illness or lameness.
- **Fiscal Responsibility** “They work hard to keep their expenses low while at the same time providing quality care,” said Williams.

Other smart fiscal practices include saving to cover future emergencies, striving to expand the donor base, having more than one person on all bank accounts, creating a realistic annual budget, asking the board of directors to review that budget, and paying reasonable salaries.

**Continuing Education** The world is constantly changing, and so too must a rescue operator’s knowledge base. Good rescues are willing to learn from welfare conferences and reputable equine magazines, webinars, farriers, and veterinarians. “They work with respected trainers and clinicians and seek training for their volunteers and foster homes,” she said.

**A Good Reputation** They should constantly grow their reputation among horse people, area veterinarians, farriers, and animal control officers, so they can do more good, said Williams.

And, “their adopters and volunteers are happy, and they have repeat adopters and long-term volunteers,” she added.

Veterinarians can help rescues in a number of ways. Most obviously, they can offer donated or discounted services. Some offer one-day vaccination or Coggins clinics for rescues. Others, gelding or euthanasia programs. Or, they can make a financial contribution via cash, gift certificates, or donated items.

Veterinarians might offer to serve on a reputable rescue’s board of directors or advisory board. They can educate the staff on refeeding, rehabilitation, and veterinary care and suggest equine care and nonprofit publications to read.

They can also help create a safety net to prepare for (but ideally prevent) a rescue gone bad.

“Get to know local law enforcement and who to call or work with in equine cases,” she said. “Network with other local vets and humane groups to form a rescue coalition in the community.”

She also provided insight on how veterinarians can assist with a rescue situation. Read more at TheHorse.com/38743.
Some dewormers claim just one dose of their product is the best way to deworm your horse, but that's simply not true.

**Demand Safety:** You won’t find a laundry list of warnings and precautions on the PANACUR® (fenbendazole) POWERPAC label because fenbendazole has a unique mode of action that makes it safe for horses of all ages, sizes, and body conditions.
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Researchers Assess Stifle Abnormalities in Young Thoroughbreds

Thoroughbreds intended for sale or racing are under great radiographic (X-ray) scrutiny. “A horse sold as weanling, yearling, and 2-year-old in training would likely be radiographed at least four times,” in his first two years, said Elizabeth Santschi, DVM, Dipl. ACVS, professor of equine surgery at Kansas State University’s College of Veterinary Medicine, in Manhattan.

This wealth of images has provided researchers with the ability to track radiographic abnormalities (RAs) and their progress in this population of horses. One common finding is abnormalities of the stifle's medial femoral condyle (MFC).

The RAs veterinarians typically note in the MFC include subchondral lucencies (areas that appear less “white” than the surrounding structures on X-ray, which are indicative of bone destruction), bone cysts, and sclerosis (formation of new or excessive bone, often in response to continued bone trauma/stress).

“MFC RAs do not always cause lameness, and follow-up of sales horses provides contradictory evidence of an effect on performance,” said Santschi.

Regardless, these findings can have a significant negative effect on horses’ sale prices. “Understanding the progression of MFC RAs may provide strategies to better manage the condition or reduce the occurrence,” she said.

Santschi conducted a three-part study to evaluate these abnormalities and their prevalence in young Thoroughbreds. Her team examined serial stifle radiographs from Thoroughbreds as they progressed from weanlings to 2-year-olds.

Based on their findings, “radiographic abnormalities of the MFC occur in 42% of young Thoroughbred horses and can appear as early as 6 months of age,” said Santschi. “Most RAs are minor, but 45% of MFC RAs change appearance—for better or worse—in young Thoroughbreds. MFC lucencies discovered in horses younger than 1 year were more likely to improve than if discovered later,” suggesting that early diagnosis could allow veterinarians and caretakers to implement management strategies, such as restricted exercise, that promote healing.

For people involved in buying and selling young stock, this report indicates that weanlings' stifles are subject to a dynamic environment resulting in growth, adaptation, injury, and healing, said Santschi.

“If horses have a normal appearance of their MFC at about 8 months, most (85%) will remain normal,” she said. “If they have evidence of MFC injury, about 50% will improve, especially the younger weanlings, but the remainder will worsen. Breeders of young stock destined for high-level performance should consider monitoring stifles in their weanlings to promote early resolution of injury.”

Many Stifle Abnormalities Improve From Weanling to Yearling Years

In a similar study, Deborah L. Spike-Pierce, DVM, of Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, and colleagues recently determined that many radiographic stifle abnormalities identified in Thoroughbred sales weanlings resolve by the time those horses return to the auction ring as yearlings.

Spike-Pierce and colleagues evaluated 1,444 stifle radiographs from 722 Thoroughbred sales weanlings for osteochondrosis (OC)/osteochondrosis dissecans (OCD) in the stifle's femoropatellar joint and for changes in the MFC. They examined the same horses’ radiographs when they returned to the sale as yearlings.

Key findings included:
- Abnormalities were significantly different in weanlings than in yearlings;
- Femoropatellar OC/OCD in weanling X-rays resolved in 80% of yearlings; and
- 64% of MFC changes improved by the time the horses were yearlings.

Spike-Pierce cautioned that in previous studies researchers have shown that MFC changes can lead to lower purchase prices. They’ve also found that MFC cysts larger than 1.5 centimeters in length and OCD lesions larger than 4 centimeters in length that are surgically debrided can result in decreased athletic performance.

“Overall, the majority of stifle OC/OCD resolve,” she said. “Medial femoral condyle changes improve, but resolution is uncommon if sclerosis is present.”
Risk Factors for Biaxial Proximal Sesamoid Fractures in Racehorses

Two tiny bones located at the back of the fetlock—the proximal sesamoid bones—can cause a world of trouble for horses (particularly racehorses) if they’re damaged. The consequences of sesamoid bone fractures can range from time off from training and racing to death.

Scott E. Palmer, VMD, Dipl. ABVP, the Equine Medical Director for the New York State Gaming Commission, and colleagues recently completed a preliminary study on the risk factors associated with biaxial sesamoid fractures in Thoroughbred racehorses.

In their study, Palmer and colleagues evaluated the histories of 20 horses with biaxial proximal sesamoid bone (BPSB) fractures—when the horse breaks both sesamoids in the same leg, often resulting in euthanasia—as well as 40 control horses, which were randomly selected from the fields of the races in which the case horses suffered their catastrophic injuries (the “incident race”).

Some key findings:

- Case horses had fewer starts in their second and third years of racing than control horses;
- They also had fewer high-speed workouts in the 12 weeks leading up to the incident race than did controls;
- Case horses had more time off in the eight weeks leading up to the incident race than controls; and
- They were more likely to drop in race condition by two classes (which are based on the participant’s skill level) between penultimate start and the incident race than controls.

“The results of this study suggest that horses at increased risk for BPSB fracture may actually experience reduced exercise intensity in the months leading up to the incident race,” said Palmer. “Horses can experience periods of decreased training during their career for many reasons, but the most common reason is unsoundness. Therefore, the inability of these horses to train and race at the same level as their peers in the months leading up to the incident race is likely an indication of subclinical or subtle unsoundness.”

Palmer said trainers and veterinarians alike can use this data in their day-to-day practices: “If (trainers) have horses in their stable that are not able to keep pace with the routine training programs of their peers, trainers should have a thorough soundness examination performed by a veterinarian,” he said.

The emphasis of this exam, he said, should be to rule out sclerosis of subchondral bone in the cannon and sesamoid bones, which is associated with increased risk of fracture.

Meanwhile, he said, “when veterinarians perform routine clinical examinations, the first step in that process is to gather a relevant history. Regulatory veterinarians can use this information by incorporating a review of exercise history into their pre-race examination protocols to identify horses at increased risk for this type of injury prior to performing the physical inspection. Trainers should be prepared to explain periods of extended gaps in training or changes in the training program to the examining veterinarian as part of their due diligence.”

The team is building on this information, examining data from an expanded study of 79 cases and 158 controls.

Can Racehorse Practice Be Ethical?

Nearly 400 veterinarians considered this question during a 3 ½-hour panel discussion, reaching a consensus of “absolutely, yes.” But it’s not always easy. The pressures applied by trainers or owners can be substantial.

During the discussion, 10 veterinarians walked attendees through a series of case studies ranging from what a veterinarian is obligated to disclose (such as to owners, insurance companies, prospective buyers, on prepurchase exams, etc.) to trainers requesting questionable or unapproved services, such as nerveectomy for caulicular pain, dispensing certain drugs, or signing health certificates for horses the veterinarian hasn’t examined.

Several prominent themes emerged.

The owner should always be included in a discussion, an exam, or a treatment. The owner’s hopes and expectations might be different from the trainer’s and, ultimately, the veterinarian is working for the owner. Good communication pre-empt many ethical questions. Each racetrack veterinarian on the panel agreed that “the owner always gets the bill.”

When trainers or owners ask veterinarians to do something unethical, they’re not just asking them to bend the rules; they’re asking them to put their license at risk.

It’s especially easy to make unethical choices when it seems socially acceptable. Trainers or clients will say, “Everyone (or Dr. So and So) is doing it.” Still, veterinarians told stories of standing their ground and being willing to “fire” a client who was pressing for them to do something unethical.

Several said they’ve asked themselves questions like, do I want to be the popular vet who does things for people or the ethical vet? If I were called on to defend this action or treatment on the witness stand, could I? With Facebook and other social media so prevalent, am I willing to make a choice that could be made public?

In conclusion, the panel indicated every veterinarian must do what will let them sleep at night. They must act in the best interest of the animal. That emboldens others to do right also. Determine practice ethics, so everyone is on the same page.—Maureen Gallatin
Back to Basics: Dental Anatomy

By looking into a horse’s mouth, it’s possible to estimate his age and identify injury or disease. But first you need to know what you’re looking at.

Bruce Whittle, DVM, a practitioner at Honey Creek Veterinary Hospital, in Trenton, Missouri, reviewed basic dental anatomy and function.

Tooth Structure The equine tooth comprises four layers: pulp, dentin, enamel, and cementum.

The innermost layer, the pulp, contains vital structures including nerves, the blood supply, lymphatics (which play a part in immune responses), and odontoblasts (cells that produce dentin).

Pulp damage can result in tooth disease or death, but Whittle said it can take years to become clinically apparent.

It’s almost impossible to tell where in a tooth the pulp is without the help of imaging (radiographs, CT, or MRI); it can be as close as 1 millimeter beneath the surface or up to 36 millimeters deep. So it’s crucial to use extreme caution when removing sharp enamel points (a procedure called floating).

The next layer is dentin, which makes up the bulk of the tooth.

“Dentin is more mineralized (about 70%) than cementum (the outer layer; 65%) but less than enamel (96-98%),” said Whittle. “Dentin, therefore, wears more quickly than enamel, contributing to the ‘rough’ occlusal (chewing) surface important for grinding fibrous feed material.”

Enamel forms the ridges on the horse’s occlusal surface. Its location between the dentin and the cementum helps protect it from damage; enamel doesn’t have the capacity to heal itself if it’s damaged like the other tissues in the tooth can—once it’s gone, it’s gone.

Finally, Whittle said cementum is a tissue similar to bone that attaches the tooth to the periodontal ligament, which secures the tooth in the socket (alveolar bone) and provides support as the horse chews.

Tooth Eruption Horses’ teeth continue to erupt throughout their lifetime; the only teeth that do not continue erupting are the first premolars, or the wolf teeth, said Whittle. Horses wear their teeth down about 2.5 millimeters per year, on average.

Twenty-four deciduous (or baby) teeth develop and erupt in young horses, including the incisors and premolars. From age 1 to about 5, 36 to 44 permanent teeth erupt sequentially.

Whittle cautioned that if baby incisors don’t fall out in time, permanent teeth can grow in behind them and cause problems. Also, the order in which cheek teeth—premolars and molars—erupt can lead to malocclusion (chewing surfaces not lining up correctly).

Chewing Cycle The horse’s lower jaw (the mandible) is narrower than his upper jaw (the maxilla), and the lower cheek teeth are positioned slightly to the inside of the upper. As the horse chews in a triangular pattern, the outside edges of the upper teeth and the insides of the lower can develop sharp points. And, because there’s little extra room in a horse’s closed mouth with the tongue and the palate, these sharp points can damage the soft structures they touch. As such, routine dental exams and treatment are crucial.

Class I Malocclusions: To Treat or Not to Treat?

Class I malocclusions are the mildest misalignments; some don’t even require treatment. However, it can be challenging to determine whether they do or don’t.

Edward T. Earley, DVM, Dipl. AVDC, of Laurel Highland Veterinary Clinic, in Williamsport, Pennsylvania, reviewed Class I malocclusions and his decision-making process for correction.

The choice to treat mild malocclusions via floating or odontoplasty (recontouring the tooth surface) isn’t black or white. Some horses have no signs of discomfort or problems chewing, while others with mild bite abnormalities can develop painful lesions on nearby soft tissues or drop weight (because chewing is painful).

Horses with Class I malocclusions have upper and lower jaw bones of normal length, but teeth that are shifted, tipped, rotated, too long, or too short. Earley reviewed common Class I bite abnormalities and how he handles them.

Skull Asymmetry Not every horse has a symmetrical head, and those that don’t are at risk of chewing abnormalities.

As asymmetric mastication (chewing)
occurs, “the forces applied to the premolars and molars of the maxillae and mandible become disproportionate,” Earley said. “As a result, tipping of these teeth may occur.”

This can cause asymmetric wear. For horses with skull asymmetry, he recommended odontoplasty focusing on the premolars and molars.

**Maleruptio**n This issue can be either developmental or genetic. Earley said developmental maleruptions can result from changes in chewing forces due to missing or overlong teeth. In these cases, he encouraged practitioners to perform a detailed oral exam to find the cause, potentially including radiography, then use focal (in specific areas, rather than the whole mouth) floating to change forces or relieve excess ones.

Veterinarians can handle genetic maleruptions similarly, but these often require more substantial treatment of the underlying pulp or supporting structures, or even tooth extraction.

**Tooth Elongation** When a tooth erupts taller than the ones beside it, it’s often because pathology (damage or disease) on the opposing jaw has prevented it from wearing at the same rate as other teeth.

Earley said elongated teeth often have less protection over the sensitive pulp tissue. So, rather than risking pulp damage by removing all the excess tooth at once, he recommended removing a few millimeters at a time over multiple visits.

**Wave Patterns** Earley said he sees these in about 42% of his patients, usually in the cheek teeth. He cautioned veterinarians not to mistake a curve of Spee (the natural curvature of the horse’s jaw, which can sometimes look like a wave pattern) for actual pathology. If the practitioner determines the horse does have a wave pattern, he suggested performing careful and judicious odontoplasty to correct it without damaging pulp.

Managing Class I malocclusions requires an understanding of teeth and bite abnormalities and how forces impact dental structures. Earley emphasized that small changes can lead to big differences in force distribution and can have major effects on how horses chew.

To read more about these malocclusions and the forces at play, see TheHorse.com/38738.

---

**Minding the Great Tooth Transition**

Lynn A. Caldwell, DVM, addressed some common concerns veterinarians face as horses transition from deciduous to permanent teeth, offering management tips. Caldwell owns Silverton Equine Veterinary Services, in Silverton, Oregon, and has focused on equine dentistry for most of her career.

**Know the horse’s tooth eruption and exfoliation schedule** A good understanding of how and when horses’ deciduous teeth shed and permanent teeth grow in can help reduce the likelihood of a young horse developing dental issues.

“Permanent teeth develop in a dental follicle or sac just underneath the root of the primary (deciduous) teeth,” she said. The deciduous teeth offer some protection to the developing secondary teeth.

“Dentition tips. Caldwell owns Silverton Equine Veterinary Services, in Silverton, Oregon, and has focused on equine dentistry for most of her career.

**Don’t float deciduous teeth heavily,** especially incisors Caldwell said veterinarians can remove sharp points from young horses’ cheek teeth with judicious floating, but she cautioned against taking much, if any, off the incisors. “Doing so … can place too much occlusal pressure on the newly erupted permanent teeth,” she said.

**Don’t remove “caps” before they’re ready to shed and permanent teeth are visible, if possible** Caps should exfoliate once the secondary tooth is visible underneath it and above the gumline. Removing caps before this time can damage the underlying dental follicle and/or permanent tooth. However, removal is likely appropriate for retained caps—those that fail to shed after the secondary tooth erupts, Caldwell said.

**Wolf teeth can be removed or left alone** These first premolars are located on the top jaw, typically just in front of the second premolars. This means the bit can bang against them, causing discomfort.

Opinions vary on whether these vestigial structures (meaning they no longer serve a useful purpose) should be removed. Caldwell said that when veterinarians extract wolf teeth, they should perform the procedure with the horse under local anesthesia. She warned veterinarians to work carefully around the nearby palatine artery—lacerating it can cause excessive blood loss.

**It takes experience and surgical skill to remove canine teeth properly, especially those on the lower jaw** Canines are located between the incisors and premolars on the bars of the mouth and are more common in stallions and geldings than in mares.

Like wolf teeth, these long and sharp teeth no longer have a purpose in domestic horses and can interfere with bit placement. Veterinarians can perform judicious crown reduction to “disarm” them, said Caldwell, or extract them completely.

Canine teeth extraction is a surgical procedure because the vet must remove part of the alveolar bone to take the tooth out.

A good understanding of equine deciduous teeth, eruption and exfoliation patterns, wolf teeth, and canines can go a long way in helping ensure good dental health for life.
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**Paint-On Aseptic Skin Prep is Easy, Effective, and Cost-Efficient**

Aseptic skin preparation—cleaning an area to remove dirt and microorganisms—is important to prevent infection during veterinary procedures. New paint-on products that don’t require scrubbing (called passive) are gaining popularity. But are they as effective? A student at the University of Florida College of Veterinary Medicine compared a passive preparation to an active scrub preparation and found no difference in the number of skin-associated bacteria after each technique. Overall, passive skin prep requires less time and money and fewer supplies. See TheHorse.com/38746.

**Risk Factors Associated With R. equi Pneumonia**

Researchers from Texas A&M University’s College of Veterinary Medicine & Biological Sciences looked at R. equi pneumonia risk in foals and found no association between disease and birth month, gestation duration, dam age, or whether the dam was biological or surrogate. Plasma antibody concentration (immunity from the dam’scolostrum, or first milk) at 24 hours of age was not a factor. Surprisingly, foals with concurrent respiratory illness were less likely to develop R. equi pneumonia.

Foals that received two liters of hyperimmune plasma (commonly administered to boost immune function) were less likely to develop R. equi pneumonia than foals that received 1 liter or none at all. See TheHorse.com/38747.

---

**Treating Life-Threatening Hyperkalemia in Horses**

Potassium is an essential electrolyte for proper muscle function. However, high blood potassium levels cause a life-threatening condition known as hyperkalemia, seen most frequently in horses with a history of hyperkalemic periodic paralysis or compromised kidney function.

A researcher at the Loomis Basin Equine Medical Center described treatment options for this condition. One is administering intravenous (IV) calcium borogluconate in a 5-liter bag of isotonic fluids. This fluid will not reduce plasma potassium concentrations, but it can help protect the heart muscle from their negative effects.

Other options include IV dextrose, beta agonists (more research is needed), and diuretics (but avoid use in dehydrated horses). Historically, researchers have recommended administering sodium bicarbonate to treat hyperkalemia, but clinical trials have shown it to offer little to no benefit. See TheHorse.com/37848.

**Rabies Vaccine Efficacy Might Last Longer Than We Thought**

Researchers at the University of California, Davis, School of Veterinary Medicine, recently found that the rabies vaccine might protect horses from the fatal infection longer than previously thought.

The AAEP recommends every horse receive an annual rabies vaccine. That same vaccine only needs to be administered every three years in dogs and cats.

The team measured rabies virus neutralizing antibody (RVNA) levels in 48 healthy adult horses over the course of three years. They found that RVNA levels exceeded protective levels for the study duration in all horses that had been vaccinated previously. While rabies remains an annual vaccination, this information might benefit owners of horses that have had adverse reactions to the vaccine in the past.

See TheHorse.com/38749.

**EEE, WNV Vaccinations Do Not Interfere With Disease Testing**

If a vaccine stimulates production of high enough levels of antibodies, diagnostic tests can’t distinguish between pre-existing infection and an adequately vaccinated horse. Researchers from Louisiana State University’s School of Veterinary Medicine conducted an experiment to determine if vaccines against Eastern equine encephalitis virus (EEEV) or West Nile virus (WNV) resulted in this “test interference.”

“None of the tested samples had IgM anti-body titers close to the 1:400 value cutoff for true disease,” said the authors. “This means the tested vaccine for EEEV and WNV does not interfere with the currently available blood test to diagnose EEEE and WNV.” See TheHorse.com/38750.

**A Potential Antibiotic for Resistant Synovial Infections**

Intravenous regional limb perfusion (IVRLP) can deliver high levels of antibiotics to infected synovial structures, such as joints and tendon sheaths. But in the face of growing antibiotic resistance, selecting an effective antibiotic can be tricky. Researchers at Mississippi State University’s College of Veterinary Medicine recently evaluated the efficacy of meropenem for IVRLP because it has little pathogen resistance. Their results showed that the drug achieves synovial fluid concentrations that exceed the minimum inhibitor concentration (the lowest drug concentration needed to inhibit bacterial growth) for common equine pathogens for at least four hours following IVRLP. The authors said their study supports the clinical use of meropenem—but only when resistance is an issue and other antibiotics have failed. See TheHorse.com/38751.

**Blood in Semen: How Much is Too Much?**

Blood in a stallion’s ejaculate is associated with subfertility, but to what extent? Researchers from Texas A&M University evaluated ejaculate tainted with no blood, 5% blood, and 50% blood and determined that contamination at least up to 5% had no effect on fertility. The 5% and 50% contaminated ejaculate, however, look the same, making it difficult to visually assess contamination. Veterinarians can consider pink-tinged ejaculate to be fertile, as this color typically has no more than 1% blood. See TheHorse.com/38752.
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